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Copyright 1984-91, lhe Llninsured Relative Workshop, hc.

This manual is applicable to
the Vector II bearing the serial number:
Save this manual, your rigger may not have an applicable manual and will need it to service your Vector 11. This manual does not cover the correct assembly and packing procedures for older Vector models.

WARNING
Sport parachuting is a hazardous activii that tan
result in injury or death.
Parachutes sometimes malfunction, even when
they are properly designed, built, assembled, packed,
maintained and used. The results of such matfunctions
are sometimes serious injury or death.
The U.S. Parachute Association estimates that
there are about 30,000 skydiiers in the U.S., and these
jumpers made approximately 2 miliion jumps in 1989.
The Association reported 38 skydiving fatalities that
year, meaning the probability of dying on a skydive is
approximately 1 in 55,500. lt also seems that the more
experienced a skydiier is, the less likely he is to be
killed white jumping.

Experts estimate that hundreds of people are also
injured. Some of these deaths and injuries are the result
of equipment malfunctions.
if you use your Vector II, or if you allow someone
else to use it, you are acknowledging spart parachuting’s tisks and accepting the fact that the Vector or
its components may malfunction.
tf you are not willing to accept the risks of spart
parachuting, or if you aren’t willing to accept the possibility that your Vector II or its components may malfunction and perhaps cause you to be injured or killed, then
you may retum your Vector ll for a full refund before it is
used. Details on how to do this are printed below.

DISCLAIMER-NO WARRANN
Because of the unavoidable danger associated
with the use of thii hamess and container assembly, the
manufacturer makes no wananty, either expressed or
implied. The rig is sold with all faul& and without any
warranty of fnness for any purpose. Manufacturer also
disclaims any liability in tort for damages, direct or consequential, including personal injuries, resulting from a
malfunction or from a defect in design, material, workmanship, or manufacturing whether caused by negligence on the part of the manufacturer or otherwise.
By using thii rig, or allowing it to be used by others, the buyer waives any liabilii for personal injuries or

other damages arising from such use.
tf the buyer declines to waive liability On the parl of
the manufacturer, buyer may obtain a full Wund of the
purchase price by retuming the parachute harness and
Container, before it is used, to manufacturer within 30
days from the date of original purchase with a letter stating why it was retumed.
Neon and flourescent colored fabrics and
tapes fade rapidiy. Color brilliance may be lost
within a year of manufacture. The RW Shop assumes no responsibility for this condition.

The Uninsured Relative Workshop, Im., DBA

Relative Workshop
1645 Lexington Avenue

l

DeLand, Rofida USA32724

l

(904) 736-7589

l

Fax

(904)734-7537
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1. Introduction
Congratulations!
By choosing the Relative Workshop Vector 11,
you’ve shown that you’ll settle for nothing less than
the best.
L
BEFORE YOU JUMP YOUR VECTOR II
Please read this manual thoroughly before assembling or using your Vector 11, even if you’ve
owned or jumped a Vector before. We’ve recently
made several important changes to the rig, and you
should know about them before going into the air.

If, after reading this manual, you still have questions conceming the Vertor 11, please contact us.
We’ll be happy to help you.
If you have any suggestions or see a need for
Changes in the Vector 11, please let us know by calling or writing the Relative Workshop, 1645 Lexington Ave., DeLand, FL 32724, phone: (904)
736-7589, Fax: (904) 734-7537. We’re open from
Monday through Friday, from 8 am to 5 pm Rastern
t;ma

New Features of the Vector 11
The Relative Workshop made several improvements to the Vector II reserve System in September,lSSS. Vector Ils incorporating these improvements tan be identified by the “Vector II”
marking on the Container TSO label located under
the pin protector flap of ths reserve.
These changes include:
1. A new reserve Pilot chute that features a
stronger, redesigned spring and all-fabric (i.e., no
mesh) construction.
Extensive aerial testing proved this new Pilot
chute enables the reserve to deploy significantly
faster at both lower and higher airspeeds.
2 A different reserve flap closing sequence
where the outside bottom flap closes last. (in previ-

.

ous Versions of the vector, the outside top flap
closed last.)
This Change makes the reserve Container more
resistant to opening accidentally when it is rubbed
against objects such as protrusions in an aircraft
cabin.
3. The pin protector flaps on both the main
and reserve Containers are now helcl shut by
tongues rather than Velcro. This Change reduces
the rig’s maintenance requirements since the
tongues - unlike Velcro - don’t require periodic replacement.
(lhe new, all-fabric Pilot chute may be instalied
on previous Versions of the Vector, as weil as the
Sprint and WonderHog.)

.“._.
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RAINING REQUIRED
If you’ve never jumped a Vector 11 before, or if
you’re transitioning from other types of gear, be
Sure to receive instruction on its use from a certified instructor. This instruction should consist of a
practice Session in a ‘suspended harness or on the
ground where you practice both routine and emergency procedures.
This manual is not a course of instruction on
how to make a parachute jump. Nor does it contain
the various regulations that govern Sport parachuting and related activities.
It is the responsibility of the owner to insure his
Vector 11 is properly assembled, maintained,
packed, worn and used. .It is also his responsibility
to seek out and obtain proper training before he
uses it.
The person who inspects and Packs both the
main and reserve parachutes must be qualified to
do so.
The owner of a Vector 11 should not loan it to
-other person without first determining that the
rson is fully capable of using it properly and
safeiy.
Finally, nothing in this manual is meant to discourage the reader from using the Vector 11 in a
reasonable and prudent way.
The information and specifications in this man1 were in effect at the time of printing. The Relative Workshop, Inc., however, reserves the right to
Change the Vector XI at any time without notice and
without incurring any Obligation.
ABOUT THE RELATIVE WORKSHOP
The Relative Workshop has been designing and
building state-of-the-art skydiving rigs since 1975.
We invented and patented the hand-deployed Pilot
chute and the 3-Ring release. We introduced innovative construction techniques that have made rigs
safer, lighter and more comfortable. Many of these
innovations have been adopted by the entire industry*
The Relative Workshop does more than just
d rigs: We try to provide a total Solution to your
equipment needs. We offer most brands of main
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and reserve canopies, and we’ll work to help you
get the products that are best for you. We also offer
jumpsuits and other accessories. We have the facilities and expert staff to assemble, pack and maintain
your Vector 11 and its parachu tes.
Finally, your satisfaction Comes first. We want
you to be happy with your Vector 11, and we welcome your questions and comments.
DESCRIPTION OF THE VECTOR II
The Vector 11 is a piggyback harness and container System designed for freefall Sport and military parachuting. It is available in a wide variety of
Container sizes to fit practically any main or reserve
canopies, either round or ram-air. It is manufactured in accordance with FAA TSO c23(b).
Main Parachute System:

The main parachute System of your custom Vector 11 was built for either a hand deploy, ripcord, or
pull-out deployment. Refer to the applicable section pertaining to your deployment System.
The main canopy may be jettisoned from the
harness by its patented 3-Ring release System, a single point System that is activated by a soft handle located on the right main lift web.
The main Container tan be made compatible
with KAP 3, Irving Height Finder-FT-Z, J?XC
AARS and SSE Sentinel MK 2000.
Reserve Parachute System:

The Vector 11 reserve Container tan be manufactured to accept round or ram-air reserve canopies. The reserve parachute Container is held closed
by a Single pin. The reserve ripcord handle is made
of metal and fits in a pocket on the left-hand main
lift web.
The reserve System accepts hvo popular automatic activation devices-the SSE Sentinel MK
2000 and the FXC Model 12000.

Introduction
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Harnes
The hamess is constructed of Type 7 and Type 8
Mil-Spec webbing and new-not reconditionedhardware-

WARNING
A hamess that is either too small or too large for the
jumper’s body size tan affect the safety and comfort during a parachute jump. lf you are in question
as to whether your hamess ffis properly, consutt the
manufacturer or a currently rated master rigger.

ABOUT MODIFICATIONS
It is common for jumpers to “improve” their
rigs by altering them. A high percentage of these alterations cause malfunctions or make the rig harder
to use correctly.
Typical alterations include conversion to a
“puh-out” Pilot chute, changing the dimensions of
the hamess, changing the length of the bridle, installing automatic activation devices, and so forth.
Check with the Relative Workshop before you
make any changes to your Vector II. It was designed
and built the way it is after years of testing and development. There are reasons for having things the
way they are-reasons that might not be apparent
at first. Check with us before you allow any changes
to be made; even “insignificant” alterations may
have dangerous and unforeseen effects.
SECOND-HAND VECTORS
If you obtained your Vector 11 se&nd-hand
from a private Party, be Sure it is airworthy before
using. Have a rigger or loft inspect it first.
IE you prefer, the Relative Workshop will inspect your second-hand Vector. There is a reasonable Charge for this Service.
If you obtain replacement Parts from a Source
other than a Relative Workshop dealer, be sure
they exactly match the Parts they replace. (For example, be sure the reserve ripcord is long enough.
If it isn’t the rig might ,open prematurely.) Consult a
rigger or loft whenever you replace any component
of your Vector.

-.--.-

.-
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COMPONENTS
‘Ihe Vector comes complete with these components:
Harness and container
Hand-deploy main Pilot chute
Main Pilot chute bridle
Main deployment bag
Main lockig loop
Vector 11 reserve Pilot chute
Reserve ripcord
Reserve lockiag loop
Reserve Pilot chute bridle
Main risers and steering toggles
3-Ring release handle
The Vector 11 Owner’s Manual
Once you are Sure you have these components,
check to be sure the Containers are sized properly
for your main and reserve canopies. Refer to the
TSO label on the pocket of the reserve packing
data card to determine the size of the containers.
Refer to the Vector 11 compatibility Chart to determine what canopies will fit in your Vector II. (Yor”
find the packing data card pocket under the Vec,
monogram by lifting the reserve pin protector flap.)
If you use components that were not supplied
with the hamess and Container, be sure they have
the correct dimensions and are made of the same
materials. For instance, be Sure the breakaway cables are of the proper length.
Replacement components for the Vector 11 are
readily available from the Relative Workshop.
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration regulations require that the reserve parachutes be inspected, maintained, assembled and packed by an
appropriately rated Senior or Master Parachute
Rigger. Other countries may have similar regulations-

_
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2. Assembling and Packing the Main
Parachute
INTRODUCTION
The Vector 11 is compatible with almost every
rachute in common use today. The Vector II is
dvailable with a variety of main Container sizes.
Consult the Relative Workshop or your dealer to
assure the volume of your main canopy size is compatible with your Vector 11. Oversized or undersized canopy volumes may Cause a pilotchute-in-tow or premature opening of the main
ntainer. This manual does not provide specilic instructions For folding all of the various main canopies on the market-that information must be
obtained from the owner’s manual for each canopy.
Since only a handfui of round canopies are in
use today by Sport parachutists, these instructions
were written for ram-air canopies. A jumper should
check with a rigger for guidance on packing a round
main canopy into a Vector.

ASSEMBLING THE MAIN PARACHUTE
Carefully inspect the main parachute for wear
-.r manufacturing defects.
Attach the main parachute to the main risers included with the Vector 11. Be sure the canopy is fac-

ing forward and that the lines extend from links to
canopy without crossing over each other. Leaving
the risers on the harness while attaching the canopy
will help prevent confusion.
If the canopy uses Rapide links, make Sure the
barrel nuts completely cover the threads. After
hand tightening, turn the barrel 1/4 turn with the
proper sized wrench.
Attach the steering toggles to the control lines
of the main canopy according to the instructions
below.

WARNING
Slider bumpers must be properiy installed to insure
that they do not interfere with proper slider functioning
and deployment of the canopy. Follow the canopy
manufacturer’s instructions for the correct procedures
for installation and securing slider bumpers.

ATTACHING STEERING TOGGLES
The Vector 11 is supplied with steering toggles
for the main canopy that are compatible with the
Vector risers. It is important that the toggles and
risers be compatible to prevent malfunctions.
It is also important that the toggles be Iocated

Assembling and Paeking the Main Parachute
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along the steering lines so the canopy is in a true
no-brake mode when the toggles are resting against
the guide ring. If not, the canopy won’t glide or land
correctly.
Likewise, if the toggles are mounted too far
down the steering lines, the canopy will be less responsive and the jumper might not be able to apply
full brakes or Stall the canopy. This tan make it difficult to flare the canopy properly for landing.
These situations are likely to occur when a main
canopy is hastily switched from one set of risers to
another. If the guide rings on both sets of risers are
not located the same distance from the connector
links, the steering toggles must be moved to another location on the steering line.
It is also important to securely attach the toggles to the steering lines. Although some canopies
may be adequately controlled by using the rear riset-s, a “lost” toggle tan be hazardous in some circumstances, and may require a break-away and
reserve deployment.
Toggle Installation Procedure
After the main canopy has been properly attached to the risers and whiIe it is still laid on its
side, attach the toggles to it by following these
Steps:
1. Starting at the tail of the canopy, trace the
upper steering lines down to the lower steering line.
The idea is to be sure the steering lines are routed
correctly; they should not wrap around any suspension lines. The right-hand steering line must pass
through the right-hand rear slider grommet;and the
left-hand line must pass through the left-hand rear
slider gromme t.
2. If the main canopy is already equipped with
toggles, mark each steering line where it is knotted
to the toggle. Tbc purpose of this mark is to insure
the new toggle is installed at exactly the same Point
on the steering line.
3. Remove one of the old toggles and pass the
steering line through the keeper ring on the riser.
4. Pass the end of the steering line through the
small hole in the Vector steering toggle. Adjust it so
the mark on the steering Iine is approximately the
same distance from the Vector toggle as it was from
the old toggle.

5. Loop the running end around the toggle and
thread it through the grommet again and pull i
snug. Be Sure the mark remains in the correct place.

6. Loop the running end around the other side
of the toggle and pass it through the grommet once
again.

A Word About Spectra
Attatching toggles to Spectra steering lines
sometimes requires a different method than the one
shown here. The line is usually much thinner than
cron line; a toggle might Slip off if the above method is
used. Use the method described in the reserve section of this manual,or refer to the canopy
manufacturer’s instructions.
(One canopy manufacturer calls Spectra “Microline.“)

.
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7. Grasp the line on both sides of the toggle
and puh it tight. Note that the Velcro side of the
toggle faces the canopy. The line does a figure 8
through the grommet and exits on the other side of
the toggle. Again-check the mark to be Sure it is
in the right place.

Vector II Owner’s Manual

9. Check the canopy with the, deployment
brakes set and not set to be Sure it is correctly configured. The canopy owner’s manual contains the
proper brake settings and steering line lengths;
there are no standardized dimensions- Unless the
lines are of proper length, the canopy may not open
or fly correctly.
10. Once the measurements have been verified,
tighten the overhand knot at the toggle. It is generally not a good idea to tut off the excess steering
line, as you might want to adjust the toggles after
the canopy has been jumped. Any excess line
should be daisy-chained on itself.
11. Tnspect the installation. Check to be Sure
the steering lines are routed correctly.
OTHER INSPECTIONS & INSTALlATIONS
Inspect the canopy installation to make sure the
risers aren’t reversed or twisted. Then install the
deployment bag and the Pilot chute to the top of
the canopy. The stop ring on the bridle must lie between the grommet in the deployment bag and the
Pilot chute.
Inspect the 3-Ring assembly according to the
instructions in the IJ-Ring chapter of this manual.
Warning: Collapsible Pilot Chutes:

8. Iie an overhand knot in the ‘free end of the
line and tighten it right down to the toggle. Be sure
it is snug, or the toggle may Slip off the line.

Some parachute manufacturers recommend
using a main depioyment bag with a #8 grommet
in the top of the bag and removal of the stop ring
on the bridle. This allows the bag to slide down the
bridle and collapse the main Pilot chute. Be aware
that this type of collapsibte design tan Cause premature Pilot chute wear and abraision which is not
covered under any type of warrantee from the Relative Workshop.
At this time this is the only method of collapsing the main pilot chute that is recommended by
the Relative Workshop. Other collapsible Pilot
chute designs are not recommended because
they may Cause a “pilot-chute-in-tow” malfunction.

.

MAIN CANOPY PACKING INSTRUCTIONS
Instructions Gor packing specific main canopies
are published by the canopy manufacturer and are

voctol tt owner’s -1
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beyond the scope of this manual.
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration regulations require that the main parachute be packed
only by an FAA-certificated rigger or the person
who will use the parachute.

Setting the Deployment Brakes
Every ram-air canopy on the market today is
equipped with “deployment brakes” to make it
open more gently and reliably. The brakes work by
keeping the tail of the canopy pulled down several
inches during deployment. This prevents the canopy from surging forward as it inflates and begins
flying.
As mentioned previously, . malfunctions and
poor deployments tan result if the brakes are not
set during packing, or if they are set incorrectly, or
if one or both releases before the canopy is com- s
pletely inflated and stabilized. Combining incompatible toggles and risers tan also create the
same Problems.
Not all rigs have risers that are configured like
those shipped with the Vector. Different designs require different procedures, and a rigger should be
consulted for the correct one.

Mate the toggle Velcro with that on the riser.
Check to be Sure the tapered end of the toggle is
completely seated in the loop. (It shouldn’t be inserted past the end of the taper, or it may be difficult to extract in the air.)
3. Fold the bight of line between the toggle and
loop with 3-inch folds and stow it in the Velcro tab
A.
next to the toggle.
..

. gle

4. Repeat the procedure for the left-hand tog-

, . -.

,.-Y

.

1. After the canopy is inspected, use the toggle
to pull the right-hand steering line down until the
brake loop just passes through the guide ring.
2. Insert the tapered end of the toggle all the
way into the loop. Pu11 on the steering line above
the guide ring to seat the toggle against the ring.

” ‘dz_
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2. Stack the canopy on itself so that it is about
the depth of the bag.

Flaking, Folding and Bagging
1. Lay out, flake and fold the canopy according
to the canopy manufacturer’s instructions. Be Sure
‘he canopy is folded as wide as possible so that it
+vill fillthe comers when put in the bag.

Slide the canopy into the depioyment bag,
being Sure to fill the comers completely.
3.

Vector It Owner’s
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4. The bag is held shut by four rubber bands located across the mouth of the bag; each of these
rubber bands pass through a grommet located along
the edge of the locking flap. To close the bag, pass
one of the ten ter two rubber s tow bands through its
corresponding grommet and insert a l- to Z-inch
bight of lines through the stow band. Repeat this
step with the other Center stow band and grommet.
Then leck the band and grommet at each comer.

the Main Parachute

5. Stow the remainder of the lines across the
bottom of the bag in the rubber bands. Keep
bights of lines 1 to 2 inches long. Leave no
than 15 inches of lines unstowed between the bag
and the connector links.
6. Pu11 the Pilot chute bridle out of the top of
the bag until you seat the canopy’s metal ring
against the grommet in the bag. Push any canopy
fabric from the ring and grommet back into the bag
with your finger; this prevents darnage to the
opy fabric.
7, Use your knees or feet to “walk” on the bag,
squeezing air out and distributing the bulk until
middle is no fatter than the sides.
8. Pick the bag up by its sides and set it into
container on its line stows.

12
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9. Gently roll the bag out of the way. Follow the
risers over the shoulders of the rig and down along
the sides of the main container- Lay the connector
iinks into the Container neatly against the sides
making sure that no lines will wrap around them
during canopy deployment.

Vector 11 OWner’s Manu&

11. Kneel on the Center of the bag and puh up
the main Container side flaps until the bag fills the
Container and is flush with the container-.

12. Glose the riser covers by mating the Velcro.

10. Lay the bag down in the Container with the
fine stows against the bottom flap. Push the top corners of the bag into the top of the main Container
so that the connector links are kept in place between the bag and the sides of the container- Make
Sure that none of the flaps are under the bag. Pu11
the bridle to its fulllength.

Vector II Chnmer’s Manual
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Closing the Container
A. Insert a pull-up Cord through the locking
loop at the top of the main Container. Route the
bridle to the right of the pull-up cord and out the
top ef the container- Thread the puh-up cord
through the #l bottom container flap grommet.
Pu11 the puh-up Cord upwards towards the top of
the Container. Pat the bottom of the container till
the locking loop comes through the grommet.
Avoid overstressing the grommet. Hold the locking
loop in place with your knee.

.:. . -.

small piece of the yellow pile Velcro to the yellow
hook Velcro on the flap.
C. Thread the pull-up cord through the #3
right side flap and then through the #4 left side
flap using the same patting technique. (The .flaps
must be closed in this Order.) Insert the bridle’s
curved pin through the locking loop from right to
left.

Note:

B. Thread the puh-up Cord through the #2 top
flap and puh upwards again till the locking loop
comes through the grommet. Place the bridle over
the #2 top flap from right to left and attach the

Correct bridle-routing is critical for the Vector system to function properly. The Position of the pin,
whether it is from right to left or vice-versa, is
much less critical as it will release in all possible
angles.
L

....
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D. Slowly remove the puh-up cord to prevent
excess friction from damaging the locking loop. It’s
best to pass the puh-up Cord under the curved pin
while extracting it, as doing so will reduee weat on
the loop.
E. Double check the yellow Veicro patches to
be sure they are mated properly. If there isn’t
enough slack in the bridle to allow this, make some
by gently pulling the bridle out of the main containerF. Tuck the excess bridle under the bottom edge
r~~~f the right side tlap. The pile Velcro on the bridle
‘>>. &aches to a Strip of hook Velcro located on the
bottom flap under the right ffap.

Veclw II Owner’s

Manual

G. Check to be sure the bridle extends from the
locking pin to the Pilot chute without passing
through the harness. Mate the Velcro on the bridle
to the velcro on the #l bottom flap; you’Ll have to
tock the bridle under the #3 right side flap to do
this. Close the main pin cover flap and be Sure it
completely covers the pin and bridle.

Folding the Pilot Chute
H. Lay the Pilot ehute out over the leg strap,
mesh side up, so the edge of the circle is at the
mouth of the Spandex pouch. S-fold the bridle on
the halfof the Pilot chute over the pouch.

Remove the putl-ap Cord or the contaiaer
won’t open in freefall.

Note:
It may be necessary to adjust the length of the locking
loop to make the flaps align properly. Proper alignment will allow the main pin cover flap (when closed)
to barely cover the vertical stitches (which support the
plastic stiffeners) on side flaps 3 & 4. The curved pin
should be held firmiy in place, but a forte of no more
than 12 pounds shouid extract it and open the container.

1. Fold the Pilot chute in half over the bridle.

Vector il Ownetrk Umwal
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J. Bring the comers up to form a wide triangle.

L Fbid the triangle into thirds forming a skinny
triangle.

K. Feld the triangle in half, forming a smaller
’ triangle.
M. Fold once more in half, making a very skinny
triangle.

Note:
lf your Vector II is set up for ‘BOC” (Bottom
Container rnounting for hand deploy), see the
lowing section for packing instructions.

16
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N. Fold the Pilot chute in half so that the han: is even with the skirt.

0. Stuff the folded Pilot chute into the Spandex
pouch, makkg Sure only the handle sticks out.

E! Mate the velcro on the bridle to that on the
hamess, starting at the mouth of the pouch.

Vector II Owner’s
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Q. Feld the bridle over at a right angle where
the leg strap meets the diagonal and continue mating the bridle to the container.

R. If there is any extra bridIe (there should be
very little), stow it under tbe right main side flap.

WARNING
nie forte needed to extract the cuned pin must
nd exceed 12 Ibs. Adjust the length of the locking
loop accordingly.
The smail patches of yellow Velcro on the bridle
and the top Container flap must be mated. Failure
to do thii may resuA in a pilot-chute-in-tow malfunction.
Never open the main Container of a packed Vector
and reclose it without removing the Pilot chute
from its pouch and extending the entire bridle.
Doing so increases the likelihood of reciosing the Vector incorrectiy
and causing a pilot-chute-in-tow malfunction.

Vector ll Owner’s Manual
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Bottom of Container Mounting For
Hand Deploy Pilot Chutes
A. Fold the Pilot chute following Steps H-N on
the previous pages. The bridle has two pieces of
pile Velcro which are to be mated onto the two
pieces of hook Velcro on the bottom main #1 flap.
To accomplish this, you will have to make a 90 degree fold in the bridle.

the Main Parachute
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C. Insert the Pilot chute into the pouch untii
only the handle is exposed. Once again, pat
pouch into a flatter shape which will reducc .-..L
amount of forte necessary to extract the Pilot
chute.

B. Before inserting the pilot chute into the
pouch, pat the bottom of the rig to flatten-out the
pouch area. Doing so will allow more room to insert
the Pilot chute and will prevent a difficult extraction.

..:
_.’
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, .,CKING THE VECTOR II PULL-OUT
DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM
1. When a Vector 11 is to be set up with the
pull-out main deployment System, the bridle/pin
and handle setup must first be attached to the Pilot
chute. Ib do this, thread the end of the bridle with
no Velcro on it through the loop on the handle/pin
setup and then through the crossed tape and Center
line at the base of the Pilot chute, and finally, back
through the other end of the bridle .

2. When tightened, the Pilot chute/handle/pin
setup should look like the illustration below.

Vector II Owner’s Manual

3. When closing the main, place the bag in the
pack tray as usual, with the lines at the bottom of
the Container. S-fold the bridle over the bag as
shown below.

Assembling and Packing the Main Parachule
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4. At the bottom right outside corner of the
container is a flap. kure the soft deployment handle to the Velcro under this flap, and the Velcro tab
opposite the pin just above it as shown below.

.

5. Ektend the Pilot chute and lay the mesh section on the main bag as Show-n above at right.
6. S-fold the stretched-out Pilot chute on top of
the bag so that it fits over the main bag, and is centered as shown at right.

WARNING
DO NOT place pilot chute OR grommet with Velcro tab into the extreme right bottom corner of the
Container. This could Cause a hard pull, or impossible
pull Situation if the grommet becomes lodged in the
comer.

-.~ _.

-_
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7. Thread a puh-up Cord through the loop, and
-,nen through the bottom of flap #1 as shown in the
illustration below, keeping the piri on the right side
of the flap.
_

Vector II Owner’s Manual

9. Close side flaps #3 and #4 and secure with
the main pin as shown in the illustration below.
Slowly remove the pull-up Cord to prevent excess
friction from damaging the locking loop. It’s best to
pass the puh-up Cord under the pin while extracting
it, as doing so will reduce wear on the loop. Close
the main pin cover flap and be sure it completely
covers the pin and bridle. Tuck any excess bridle
under the right side flap.

8. CIose the top flap #2, again keeping the pin
the right and outside the flaps to the bottom, as
gilown below.

WARNING
Failure to remove pull-up Cord before jumping will
recult in a “pilot-chute-in-tow” malfunction.
I

Veclor II Owner’s

Manual
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PACKING THE VECTOR II RIPCORD
DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM WITH KICKER
FlAP

C. Compress the Pilot chute on top of the
kicker flap.

A. S-fold the bridle neatly on the kicker flap,
then thread the pull-up cord through the loop on
same flap.

D. Use your knee to hold Pilot chute in place
and neatly fold the Pilot chute material to within 2
inches of the Pilot chute cap.
B. Thread the pull-up Cord through the Pilot
chute from the bottom so it comes out of the grommet on the cap (top).
-

WARNING

I

D O nottuck pilot chute material arouncJ the sides
of the bag. Doing thii will inhibit Pilot chute launch
petformance and possibty Cause a dangerous pilot..... I
ohute hesitation.

22
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E. Keeping the Pilot chute compressed, route
rhe pull-up Cord through the grommet on the bottom flap of the Container. Pull the pull-up cord upwards, towards the top of the container- Pat the
bottom of the container until the locking loop
comes through the grommet. Avoid over-stressing
the grommet. Hold the locking loop in place with
your knee.

Vactof li Omer’s Manual

PACKING THE VECTOR II RIPCORD
DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM WITHOUT
KICKER FLAP
A. Insert the main ripcord into the housing.
Place the bag in the pack tray as usual, with the lines
at the bottom of the Container. Neatly S-fold the bridle over the bag and insert the puh-up cord through
the loop on the bottom flap.

J?. Route the pull-up cord through the grommet
on the top flap and continue the closing procedure
applicable to your System according to the instrucI’;
. . .‘Ions on page 24.

B. Center and compress the Pilot chute on top
of the bag.

.vector II ownark blanuat
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C Use your knee to hold Pilot chute in place
and neatly fold the Pilot chute material to within 2
inches of the pifot chute cap.

IA Keeping the Pilot chute compressed,
the bottom flap over the pilot chute cap.

E. Route the pull-up Cord through the grommet
011 the top flap and continue the cbsing prucedure
applicable to your System according to the
tions on page 24.

WARNING
D O not tuck Pilot chute material around the sides
of the bag. Doing this will inhibit piiot chute Lunch perfortnance and possibly cause a dangerous Pilot chute
hesitation.

Assembling and Packing
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PIN-lYPE RIPCORD CLOSURE

ABLE-TYPE RIPCORD CLOSURE

CIose the left side flap, and then the right side
flap. Insert the end of the pin through the locking
lOOp.

right side flap, and then the left side
flap. Insert the end of the black cable through the
locking loop and then into the channel on the left
side flap.
Glose the

1
Note:

Note:
nie angle at whiih tha main ripcord hous
ingiaysontherightsideftapmayvary,&utthe
flap ciosing Order remains the Same.

Theangleatwhiithemainripcordhousirglaysontharightsideflapmayvaiy, butthe
flap ciosing Order remains the sama.
*

l

Slowly remove the pull-up Cord to avoid burning the cable or locking @op Erom excess friction.
Close the pin cover flap.

WARNING
FEMOVETHEPUU4JPCORl3ORTHECONTAtNEfj
WIUIUOTOPEN.

Slowly remove the pull-up cord to avoid buming the locking loop from excess friction. Close the
pin cover flap.

Vactor II Owner’s Manual
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ATTENTION RIGGERS
Before packing any Vector, be sure all TSO
Jabels are properly in place. If the rig was built
before warning labels came into use, then all
TSO information will be on the label sewn to the
packing data card pocket (under the Vector
logo). lf the rig was built after warning labels
came into use, then all TSO information will be
on the warning Iabel..
If the warning label has been removed from
the rig do not pack the reserve. Removal of a
warning label invalidates any and all TSO approvals. if you suspect a warning label has
been removed, check for a TSO label on the
packing data card pocket. lf there is no TSO
tag on the pocket, then the warning label has
probably been removed.
DO NOT PACK ANY RESERVE JNTO A
RIG THAT HAS HAD ITS WARNING LABEL
REMOVED. REMOVAL OF THE WARNING
LABEL VOIDS ANY AND ALL FAA TSO APPROVAL.

Before it%ta!ling any rtiserve canopy inio a
Vector Il harnessfcontainer System, check the
pack volume of the reserve canqpy fo be Sure it
is compatible with the size Container that it will
be packed into.
Appendix A & B on the following pages define the Vecior ll Container pack volumes and
the known pack volumes of many different reserve and main canopies. ifyou are in doubt regarding the compatibility of the canopies which
you are packing, cal1 the Relative Workshop for
clariflcation.

25
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Appendix A

Tips on Sizing Your Vector II
This chail was designed to give you
an idea which main and reserve canopies are compatible
with one another in
the Vector II harness/container system.
If you already have a preference for a
certain main and resetve canopy, then
check the known pack voiume in Appendix B and determine if they will W in
the same Container. If not, then another
rr--‘~ or reserve must be selected.
,, you arc going to be installing an
FXC automatic
activation device, you
need to add 45 cubic inches to the pack
volume of your reserve canopy.
Both Appendii A 8 B should serve
as a reference ody when determining
which Vector II container will best fit
your canopies. Many facto13 influence a
canopy’s pack volume in the Vector II
including humidity, temperature,
color
of fabric, experience of the packer as
AS the date when the parachute
t. d manufactured.
Several years ago the industry was
confronted with the ‘mystery bulk condition.” lt caused many of the newiy
manufactured canopies to increase in
volume as much as 20% over canopies
t + wer8 produced only a few years
b _ fier. The industry wasn’t prepared for
thii sutprise and consequently many
containers were built that were too small
for their intended parachutes .

Tips
1) On your Order ferm, give all the information about yout canopies: The
date of manufacture (or state that it is a
new canopy), the type of suspensti
line, etc.
2)~possible,sizethecontainer to fit the mid-range of the stated
pack votume.
3) if you are a dealer erdefing a Vector II, mase let us know the state of
c&Wy of origin of your customer. This
.- ‘u help us decide if the Container fit is
Jeriine.
Grampie: A V5 has a main pack volume range between 425-550 cubic
inches. When choosing canopies, keep
in mind that a main canopy with a stated
volume of !548ci may not fn. The reason

This chart shows the pack volume (in cubic inches) of the various sizes of Vector Containers. If a canopy has a packed volume
within the given range, it should fit comfortabty.

SUe
Desiqnation

Type

EST-2
EST-3
EST-4

ET
ET
ET

Vl-1

m
ET

w-2

Main
Min. Max.

Reserve
Min. Max.

225-260

200-240

260 - 320

250 - 300
250 - 300

300-360
260-350

250-280
270 - 350

v2-2
v3-112

ET

360-420
400-460

S

390-490

300-390

v4
v4-112

S
S

390-490
450-550

330-430
350-480

V5

S

425 - 550

w-l/2

S

450 - 580

330-430
350-460

Std.
Std.

460-580

350 - 500

SO-700

425 - 530

Std.

550-700
610 - 780

515 - 645
425 - 530

610 - 760

515-645

800-1000

425 - 680
850-960

VS
v9
VS-l/2
VlO
Vlo-114
Vlo-112

Tandem

Vll
v 1
Vi3

Std.
Std.
Std.

2

SM STYLE

REG STYLE

Tandem
Tandem

S/Std.
S/Std.

675 - 960
900-1100
1050 - 1300

300-390

900-iooo

Wo-690

g60-1100
270 - 370

750-!300

350-420

is canopies which are the same model,
produced by the same company, but
are made of diierent colored fabrics or
manufactured at different times tan
have a pack volume that var-es quite a
bi
We have found that the pack volumes given by the canopy manufacturers arc usually 540% h?-ss than the
actual pack volumes that have been detsrmined by the Parachute Industry Association.
If you jump in regions that have low
humidii, such as Colorado or Arizona,
you may need to go up one Container
size for the canopies to ffi properly.

For thii reason the Relative Workshop reserves the right to Change the
Container size when we know your
choice will not fit. In most instances, you
will be informed of the Change.
Also consicler that a canopy with a
pack volume at the iow-end of the scale
will pack easier and will be more comfortable than a canopy that is at the
high-end of the scals, which will be
more diicult to pack and potentialiy
kss comfortable to wear.
Note: This information is subject to
Change at any time wifhout incuning
any Obligation whatsoever.
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Appendix B

Canopy Pack-Volumes
Usted here are the many canopies in use
today. After choosing a main and mserve canopy, refer to Appendix A to determine if the
two canopies are compatible together in the
sarne container.
Since the diiery of the ‘Mystery Bulk
Kondition” several years ago, the Parachute
lndustry Association has measured pack-volume to determine exactly how much volumes
have increased. PlA has found that the pack-

volumes of many parachutes have increased
from 5% to 20% as a result of the Mystery Bulk
Kondition. Canopies lined with Spectra or
Microline may have a 4-7% decrease in pack
volume compared to canopies with conventional lines.
lhe dates listed after some canopy names
are the manufacturing dates. Notice how
newer canopies have larger pack-volumes
thaneadierVersions.

These cancpies whidr am listed without
manufacturing dates have pack-voiume
bers supplied by the manufacturer.
Note: Chis infonnation is subject to
at any time without incuning any

whatsoever.
THEuNtNsuREDRMTtvE-.
-lEo..oBhRuATlvE-.

Main and Reserve Canopy Sizes and Volumes
MAINS
#JJuImn 240 .-.--.--551
hqutron 260 ---...,.599
rqutml280 ..-...-..-9.3
hstrobe215 _.-__._ -......-417
htkntis 217 .---.---..440
hvsngsr 214- ..-.-.-.. -....457
%lue Tmck-Err 4&125 -.....365
@ha Track-BT X I-150 .--400
0lw Trsck-BT -175 .--430
BhmTryk%t65-195
__.__.... 460
Btw Trick-Bt 80420 -.m.UlA
aogey 178 (6-E-r) . . . . . . . . ..- 378
Bogey 220 (6-q . ..-.......... 474
eogsy 0-103 (fm) . ..---471
Challenger RW 160 .^......I *oo
tzhatkngerIs2~
. ...-. -.6co
chalknger RW 180...~..450
chatknger 180 ..-.... -.&5
mr 108 . ..---......660
ctlemgu RW 2aL.-.....480
t2wkngm 208 .---.--880
alauengar218....-....-.-710
chdkngm RW 220..,.~uo
EZZES
alanmgm RW 240,.--BM)
cFiahgm2IiB-.-625
chaemgu RW 260 . . .._-.. 620
c2akngm 281 .--“--.aw
clullsnger 304 -.--“.-ao
rLYlalbngef 310 -.-...--780
ChaHsngec 328 .---.-.075
aipper Ia7 (3-s) ..---..432
caipper IB7 (*a-I) -._.....
40r
anud Lwla 240 . ..--588
CrkJd 147 ,.-.-.,370
criclmt 147 (6.87)-.--385
cluklu.220.-....-. 476
ciuillbeotAl75..---2
uuiJibXl.241-!!64
Dw2a2
566
IY)..-----m5
WO-“-.-SR)
-200 -,-SI0
-120~443
-135 -“.-“--SI4
ExcrBkr
1!50-.--Am
-170 -“.--.-Al4
-Im-m
lzxMhr2Io
(laq....--ao
Excdbw2Jo -Wh
J51
bwam 150.

Fakon
Fakxm
Fatum
Fakm
Fakon
FaIcm
Firditc
Fvelkc

175 .__..,.._.-_. 384
195 -.-.-.......-427
215 . . . . .._._._._ -....4SO
235.. ..s....... . . . _ . . .. . . 518
26S.....--.
__-_... ..584
300 . . . . . . . . . . . ...w..
. -AS62
in (4-87) . . . . . ---us
I77 (sss)..a..--.410

FQ.210 (11-86) . . . ..-...-....... 483
m210fvA...--..--.-.4
PD-290 . . . . . . .* __.-. -.-.-.. 480
Pc-230 (tl-86) . . ..-... -.....sas
FIxa!L.,..-. .I__. -..-500
PD-m (1 I-is)...-” .-.. -.627
P D - 2 6 0 (IHq .-... - . ..-. -545

Fwy 220 . . . .._....__._......-...” 496
FwypO(3-85) .-.....-.-.454
Futy 2ZU (587) . . . . ^ ,-......._ 538
Gemiii 02W .~.._..........I
537
Hummingbird
137 (E-Nj -381
lntarccptor 180 . . . . . . . . . . . -..L428
.
tfhnxw 200.~.....- . . .._. 476
klterceptor 225 . . . . . . ...-........ 535
hterwptor250
I.....” . . . . . . -504
lAser (5-87) _......-....526
Laser 5170 (3-w) 1.-1...... 375

PD-300 .--.--...
000
pmgasus220 ...-. - .-.... -...445
Photon 179 . ..-_.- - -.... -357
Fbkuis 223 . . . . . ..-.I..._. -. 465
FTkm 22u .--..._. - _....._.. 451
Fhsuit 230 RW ..-._^^.....540
Puiwil230
Std .-..... -..-503
Qoark 280 . ..- -.- .._. 497
Raidac 220 (1086) ..--..-. 484
Fiaider 220 (pre-86) . . . . . . .. .533
Fknger 7.268 (12+36&....-576
f%%d 202 (4.87) . ..-.... -435

Laser 7-228 (4-q . ..” . . . . -.4m
Laser&?61
(4-w) ..---- -562
Lase4 0-200 (4-q . . . ..- - . . . .620
Lepton xz?-. .-..-.......-.....
465
Man o-War3IS (eas) . ..-BZB
Mmta288
(4-q..-~.szI
Mmta2a¶
(5.33 ..-... -...701

R9scaJ 262 (4a)...~--5e4
r4ascd 7-186 (3-q . . ..-._ 381
t3twxd 0-236 (s-8~...--..~
6klm-l t-l81 . . . . . -.._- -.-. 338
Raren u-2z!~-----.384
Fkwmnw240 .---...-...416
ibwm rwB8”-----...46a

blluau& 253. . . . . . . --.-..547
Ldrvsrick2al --“--..-452
.--...-.-..-.-.

FkIb165 _-.....315
FbbOlE.5 ---386
RYbo2u5”~--...-...-.425

)rbruri=y 7-200 . . ..-.............. 411
MuIin206 .._ -... ~~~475

flobo 225 -... 1--..-.
--450
Roboz304 -.-.
165

Uotwr213--.. I-I..._ -402
Nimbusz25--....-"-.-r*17
Nimbus Beta It3s......-...454
-la270-.-e23

RM0 2 416~......--185
Roboz446. -...-..-..-Pg
Fb!x 2 475...----..-..22s
S4bl2Q .
.
. ..----.-206

Pma Feil XIO...- .._. -ZA7
PMFdl-232. . . . . .-..BlI

SEdm 135 .--.-..---312
!3abm 150 ..“-.---.-33.5

PmaFdl-252....--....-617
Pua Feil-252...- . . . .-..-740

satm 170 ..----I37?
Sabre No.---.--.“-418

Fmm !=ow-272-.-.....-..-743
panFObL762
Pan Fd-272.. ---(t38
Fmm Fca-262..“.......-...-n6
ParaFdl-262----=
PuaFoimaL-.---.-.w
PwaFdkxQ---1172
P O 1 5 0 .---..37s
PDISO -,-,-va
Po2w
us
pPI3s--312
po170
-je0
PD-170 (5-W)----“..4S2
PD.170 ~7)~~432
PB190 p-m) --43e
Kl.210 ..-..-.-440

smbm 210 .----.--..455
sobw.230 - - - 4 0 4
slbm260 -.-..-552
swlpkm
178 . . . . . ..-.. ..-...419
stmlpchutet2u--...,s
S*occo I7L------378
s@n211-.
4ee
s@lim 178”“--,402
stmtmcc2Bs
5s
stadfun-2lKl-..-m
slingmyr-a
M185..
307
wbn2¶m(F-lll)---.-.-546
561
vacmis?

-.

X-228 .-.------sr3
x-2Twl21o.--....-424

XL clwd 277 -... - . . . . -_.. 631
xlcbud2Bl*.... --.-.....715

RESERVES
l3ms230(2~..---443
lzirnJs230(3-s7) ..-..._ -...5@3
cdcket I47--....-.--”
350
Cricket 147 (6.87) . . ..___......
335
Eagk 2 5 3 __...... . . .. . . . .. 560
Fm?Ity 175 (10.83).-.. . . . . -334
Firdke (8-e6-)..- . . . . . . . . . -I..
.
368
FirmUte 172.-. . ..__._.___ 353
Fireliie
172 ..___.__......__.___ 3WJ
Firelitc 172 (~7)~~~~.....426
Fury 220.-..-.
476
G2-R 202 ___. - .._____ -.421
6228 . . ..-.--.--..-.....
421
Hai+% zzs . . . . . .1-1_ -.... “.“.. 435
WR-300...- ..-....-.
I.- 404
liobbil 162 (1-35)....--..314
lmadw 370 (txsj......-....
358
hvadarc120(6g5)--400
K-20 (4-81) _...... - ..-. -I. 321
K-P (12.84) .---._-..
376
K-26 (12-84) .-.m--.426
Lanw3 “- ..I. - . . . . 526
Lawr 7-22e.-~-..-...
400

pnsa<vs ~24~~~~...-Rerscve 4-m (12-823
Ptkm 175 (1085) ,............
WJ (6-s) . ..-._ -_
Ia-3 - 23 ..-_
Re3 - s (8-85) _-...
ftkscd 202.” . . ..- --..Rawl s236--..--Rsven 1 (11-94] . ..Rrvsn 1 (5-67) ..^._
Rwm 1 Kader (4-m)
Raum 2 (IO-&Q ..“..._..
l3awm 2 (4-q -.-.--.-.
txwen 2 (E-q . . ..-.
Ravm 3 (109s) .-..-lhml3 p8?)...,.Flaum 3 (5-Fq . . . . -.-.Rnwn4(I2-%9..--fhven
4 (12-86) .
Rwm 4 (wq ---...
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3. Reserve Assembly Procedures
This chapter contains procedures for:
1. Attaching Vector II steering toggles to ramair reserves.
,..-.., 2. Installing the Vector reserve lanyard (reserve
tic line or RSL).
..
3. Installing automatic activation devices
ww *

Attaching Ram-Air Reserve Steering Toggles
Study the owner’s manual for the reserve canopy before attaching the toggles to the steering
lines. That manual contains important information
pertinent to that particular make and model of canOPYThe Vertor II is supplied with steering toggles
for the reserve canopy that are compatible with the
Vector risers. lt is important that the toggles and
risers be compatible to prevent malfunctions.
It is also important that the toggles be located
along the steering lines so the canopy is in a true
no-brake mode when the toggles are resting against
the guide ring. If not, the canopy won’t glide or land
rrrectly.
Likewise, if the toggles are mounted too far
down the steering lines, the canopy will be less re-

sponsive and the jumper might not be able to apply
full brakes or Stall the canopy. This tan make it difficult to Bare the canopy properly for landing.
These situations are likely to occur when a canopy is hastily switched from one set of risers to another. If the guide rings on both sets of risers are
not located the same distance from the connector
links, the steering toggles must be moved to another location on the steering line.

Note:
Reference-Guide ring location on the reserve riser:
The standard distance from the end of the reserve
to the Center of the guide ring is 4’(+-1/4*). Most
harnesslcontainer manufacturers use this distance
when constructing their Systems.
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Procedure
If the reserve is equipped with Dacron (polyester) steering lines, use Method A If it is equipped
with small-diameter Spectra (Microline), use
Method B.
Attach the canopy to the risers following the
canopy manufacturer’s instructions. Double-check
the orientation of the canopy and the continuity of
the lines. Insure the links are tightened correctly.
Method A-Dacron Steering Lines
After the canopy has been properly attached to
the risers and while it is still laid on its side, attach
the toggles to it by following these Steps:
1. Starting at the tail of the canopy, trace the
upper steering lines down to the lower steering line.
The idea is to be Sure the steering lines are routed
correctly; they should not wrap around any suspension lines. The right-hand steering line must pass
through the right-hand rear slider grommet, and the
left-hand line must pass through the left-hand rear
slider grommet.
2. Locate the mark on the steering line that indicates the correct toggle Iocation. Note: Verify
that this mark is in the correct location by referring
to the reserve canopy owner’s manual.
3. Pass the steering line through the guide ring
on the riser.
4. Pass the end of the steering line through the
grommet in the Vector steering toggle, starting with
the side with the Velcro pile. Adjust it so the mark
on the steering line is close to the grommet but
hasn’t passed through it.
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5. Loop the running end around the toggle a.nd
thread it through the grommet again and pl
snug. Be Sure the mark remains in the correct place.

6. Loop the running end around the other side
of the toggle and pass it through the grommet once
again.
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7. Grasp the line on both sides of the toggle and
pull it tight. Note that the Velcro side of the toggle
faces the canopy. The line does a “figure 8” through
the grommet and exits on the other side of the toggle. Again check the mark to be Sure it is in the
right place.

8. Tie an overhand knot in the free end of the
line and tighten it right down to the toggle. Be Sure
it is snug, or the toggle may Slip off the line.

9. Check the canopy with the deployment
brakes set and not set to be sure it is correctly configured. The canopy owner’s manual contains the
proper brake settings and steering line lengths;
there are no standardized dimensions. Unless the
lines are of proper length, the canopy may not open
or fly correctly.
10. Once the measurements have been verified,
tighten the overbaod knot at the toggle. It is generally not a good idea to tut off the excess steering
line, as you might want to adjust the toggles after
t’ canopy has been jumped. Any excess line
s Ad he daisy-chained on itself.

Vector II Owner’s Manual

11. Inspect the installation. Check to be Sure
the steering lines are routed correctly.
Method 8---Spectra Steering Lines
1. Starting at the tail of the canopy, trace the
upper steering lines down to the lower steering line.
The idea is to be Sure the steering lines are routed
correctly; they should not wrap around any suspension lines. The right-hand steering line must pass
through the right-hand rear slider grommet, and the
left-hand line must pass through the left-hand rear
slider grommet.
2. Locate the mark on the steering line that indicates the correct toggle location. Note: Verify
that this mark is in the correct location by referring
to the resetie canopy owner’s manual.
3. Route the steering lines through the guide
ring on the riser. Then route it through the grommet on the toggle, starting with the side with Velcro. Wrap the steering line around the outside of
the toggle, over the grommet. The mark on the
steering line that indicates correct toggle Position
should be l-l/4 in. (3 cm) from the side of the toggle-

4. Slide the line off the looped end of the toggle
and tie a loose overhand knot in the folded line.
5. Now slide the line back over the toggle. Adjust the knot until the mark is just outside of the
knot away from the toggle. The loop should fit
closely around the toggle- ‘lightea the knot.
6. Pull on the steering line to draw the knot
back up to the grommet. Daisy chain, finger trap or
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tack the excess end of the steering line to the toggle. Don’t tut the extra Off; you may wish to adjust
the toggle position later.

7. Repeat the procedure for the other toggle. .
8. Inspect the installation. Check to be Sure the
steering lines are routed correctly.

.

r
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. Installing a Reserve Lanyard (Reserve Static Line)
Installation without AAD
1. Inspect the RSL: Check that the snap
shackle is operating smoothly and that the spting
will retain the locking pin. Be Sure the Velcro is
clean and suffcientlytacky to hold the reserve lanYard. The pin should be curved Erom the eye to
halfway down its length. The rest of the pin should
- ‘: straight
2. Route the RSL along its Velcro path from
the right-hand riser. InseFt the pin-end of the RSL
through the guide ring on the #5 top reserve flap.
Mate the patch of yellow pile Velcro on the top resewe flap.
3. After threading the reserve ripcord through
the housing and placing the ripcord handle into its
pocket, insert the RSL pin through the loop at the
end of the reserve ripcord cable.
4. Place the rig on a clean surface with the
.. backpad facing up and walk on it with stocking feet
or clean shoes to help expel air from the Container
and make it flatter.
5. Replace the temporary pin with the reserve
pin. Slip the pin under the pin flap protection just
.“%elow
the grommet.
/
‘.
6. Attach the main parachute risers to the harness.
7. Wook up the resetve lanyard shackle to the

ring on the right-hand riser and mate the lanyard
Velcro to that on the comfort pad.
8. Dress the Container, Seal, sign and log the reserve9. Count your tools.
Installation with an AAD
1. Inspect the reserve lanyard. Check that the
snap shackle is operating smoothly and that the
spring will retain the locking pin. Be Sure the Velcro is clean and suffrciently taclcj to hold the reserve lanyard. The pin should be curved from the
eye to halfway down its length. The rest of the pin
should be straight.

5. After threading the reserve ripcord through
the housing, insert the lanyard pin through the ’ ;p
at the end of the reserve ripcord cable. If the zs
are aligned properly, the cables should run straight
from the reserve pin to their housings.
6. Replace the temporary pin with the reserve
pin. Slip the pin under the pin flap just below the
grommet. Insert the ripcord handle into its pouch
on the main lift web.
7. Attach the main parachute risers to the harness.
8. Hook up the reserve lanyard shackle to the
ring on the right-hand riser and mate the lanyard
Velcro to that on the comfort pad.
2. Route the reserve lanyard along its Velcro
path from the right-hand riser. Insert the pin end of
the RSL through the guide ring on the #5 top reserve flap. Mate the patch of yellow pile Velcro to
the patch of hook Velcro on the top reserve flap.
3. Referring to the manual for the particular
AAD, inspect the device. Make Sure it is armed.
4. Thread the curved lanyard pin through the
eyelet on the terminal end of the J-UD cable. Note
the angle of the hole in the terminal end; it must
correspond to the angle of the inserted pin.

9. Dress the container, Seal, sign and log the reserve10. Count your tools.
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In#alling Automatic Activation Devices
The FAA classifies the installation of an AAD
as a major alteration. Therefore, it must be done by
a Master Rigger. A Master Rigger rating is still required even if the System is already prepared by the
Relative Workshop to accept the AAD.
The following AADs are approved for installation on the Vector II’s reserve container: All mod* manufactured by FXC Corporation; and the
SsJZ Sentinel Mk 2000.
The folloting AADs are approved for installation on the Vector II’s main Container: All models
by FXC Corporation; Irving Height Finder FF-&
KAP-3; and the SSE Sentinel Mk 2000.
Because these AADs are manufactured and
serviced by companies not associated with the Relative Workshop, the owner must direct questions on
calibration, use, maintenance, testing and upgrades
.\he AAD manufacturer. Nothing in this manual
meant to contradict any instructions or advice
&om the manufacturers of these devices.
An AAD is a back-up emergency device that,
like any complex mechanical device, is subject to
failure or malfunction. It is not a Substitute for
r-qper training and supervision.
Botf; the Sentinel Mk 2000 and the FXC 12000
arc delivered with installation kits that contain various brackets, screws, mounting plates and termina
ends to accommodate various types of parachutes

CAUTION
While the unique closing order of the outer top and
bottom reserve flaps provide superior protection of
the reserve ripcord pin, it does create a potential problem if the reserve locking ioop is too long. An excessiveiy lang loop will allow the reserve pin to be
paftiatly exposed. This condition tan exist for two reasons; either the loop is too long or the reserve canopy
is too large for that particular container size. When automatii activation devices arc instatled, the loop
.length is very criticat. Because the last fiap which
‘oses b not the flap upon which the MD mounting
@te is installed, an exceptionafty long loop will not
alknv enough of the ripcord pin to secure the locking
loop reliabty, which could Cause a possible premature
opening of the reserve container.

These components must be used to correctly install
these devices on the Vector II.
:

Installing the Pin Pulter Version of the
SSE Sentinel Mk 2000.
1. Inspect the entire AAD assembly. Perform a
calibration check to insure the pyrotechnic Charge
is in good shape,
2. Remove the grommet from the top reserve
5ap (Flap #S).
3. Position the mounting plate on the top of the
top reserve 5ap (Flap #5) so that its larger hole is
centered over the flap’s grommet hole and the plate
is along the Center line of the 5ap. Use a pen or
pencil to mark the two bolt holes at the other end
of the plate. Use a l/l&inch drill to drill the holes
for the bolts.
4. Position the mounting plate on the underside
of the top resetve 5ap (Flap #5) and attach with a
size 0 spur grommet. (Be Sure the grommet is correctly seated and there are no sharp edges that
could darnage the nylon locking loop.) Insert two 632 x 3/8 inch screws down through the cable
bracket, through the 5ap and through the plate.
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lighten the screws to secure the cable housing to
the bracket. IE the screws protrude Erom the nuts,
file flush.
5. Thread the activation unit cable through the
long thin Pin Puller pouch on the right-hand side of
the resetve pack tray and out the bottom. Slide the
activation unit into the pouch.

6. Pull the cable gently to seat the unit in
pouch and remove any slack in the cable.
7. Thread the activation unit carefully
right to left through the channel that runs along the
bottom of the reserve pack tray.

8. Route the activation unit cable through the
small hole in the bottom left-hand comer of the
serve pack tray.
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9. Thread the activation unit cable through the
&annel that runs along the left-hand side of the
main pack tray.
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11. Thread the cable housing at the top of the
activation unit from right to left through the small
slot in the container yoke near the upper corner of
the reserve pin protector flap.

12. Using the pouch provided, mount the sensing unit to the diagonal strap. Coil the extra cable
and tuck it into the pouch.

10. Route the activation unit cable through the
hole in the lower left-hand corner of the main container- Attach the activation unit cable you have
just threaded to the sensing unit cable.
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14. Glose the Velcro flap on the pouch.

13. Secure the sensing unit into the pouch with
a piece of Type 3 sheathing by passing one end
through the grommet in the bottom of the pouch,
through the hole in the bottom of the unit and back
out the grommet. Then pass a small metal washer
over both ends of the Type 3, snug it up and tie an
overhand knot. Cut off the excess Type 3 and sear
the ends.

15. Inspect the entire assembly. Log the insr
lation on the packing data card and in your logbook.
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Aaliing the FXC Model 12000 AAD
1. Installation of the FXC Model 12000 on the
Vector 11 requires a small-hole terminal fitting on
the activation cable. This fitting is available from either FXC or the Relative Workshop; it is not routinely provided with each Model 12000 Sold.
2. Inspect entire AAD assembly. Cock unit.
3. Modify the mounting plate by using a hacksaw to tut the “tail” off the Tshaped plate. (Only
the crossbar of the plate will be used.) Smooth any
rough edges with a file.

.4. Insert activation unit into pouch on the
;arer’s right-hand side of the reserve container.
$ activation cable should extend towards the
right and the sensing cable to the left.
5. Route the activation cable along the right
side of the pack tray. The cable end is threaded
from right to left through a small slot in the con-
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tainer yoke near the upper comer of the reserve
pin protector flap.

Note:
If the bracket is mounted too closety to the grommet, the ripcord pin may not be completety withdrawn from the locking loop when the AAD fires and
the Container will stay shut. Conversety, if the
bracket is mounted too far away from the grommet,
it might be impossible to seat the pin far enough into
the locking loop to keep the Container securely
closed.

Note:
When threading the cable housing,. make Sure it
goes UNDER the yoke as shown in this detaii. Some
Vectors have been found in the field with the housing simpfy curved wer the reserve flap.

Esch FXC 12000 has a unique activation cable
length; no twu units are exactly the Same. The rigger must take that into account when he positions
the bracket on the #5 flap for installation.
6. To determine the correct location for the
FXC bracket, follow these Steps:
A. Measuring along the Center line of the‘ reserve top flap (Flap #5), measure up 4 inches from
the Center of the grommet and make a mark. The
lower edge of the FXC bracket will normally be
mounted at this mark-

VSCWIIOWWkMStWSl
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B. To determine if this particular unit tan be’
mounted at this location, perform the following
check several times and adjust the mark on the top
reserve flap accordinglyz Temporar@ close the last
two flaps by inserting the resewe closing loop
through both the #S and #6 flaps and securing with
the reserve ripcord pin. Be Sure the FXC terminal
end fitting has first been slipped over the ripcord
pill.
C. Insert the pin as far as it will go into the lock-

<.

.D. When a resewe static line is also
Sure the loop-end of the reserve ripcord ar
FXC terminal end are not drawn into the
Center.
.
7. Place the bracket on the Center line
cxwrect position. Use a pencil or pen to
mark the holes. Remove the bracket and use
in. drill to make the holes in the top flap.
8. Position the bracket on the outside of

Note:
The Reiatiie Workshop has included two pieces
Velcro, one hook, and one pile. 7hese will be
to cover the exposed screws on the bottom
reserve top fiap. See instaliation instructions
kW.

reserve flap and the mounting piate on the
side. Using the langer of the screws provided,
each through the bracket, through the flap,
the pile velcro patch, and through the plate. Slip
the end of the cable housing into the bracket. Snug
the screws down to firmiy hold the housing. File
ends of the screws flush if necessary. Cover-

ing ioop, but not so far that the terminal end fitting
is drawo into the grommet center. This is the best
position to mount the FXC bracket.

Y” ”
1..‘. . . .

*

.AS. with the hook Velcro patch as seen in the diagram.

9. Route the sensing unit cable under the Velcro flap across the top of the reserve container and
under the Velcro flap on the left side (where the reserve risers wili be placed.)(Swwir bortom, leflj
10. Route the sensing unit cable under the Velcro flap on the left-hand shoulder yoke.

-.
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11. Attatch the sensing unit to the Type 17 loop
provided on the fabric Panel below the large harness ring. Diagram Shows sensing unit location on
“ET” and “S” size Vertors Us.

12. Inspect the entire assembly. Log the ir,,.&
lation on the packing data card and in your logbook.
TESTING AADs
Because AADs are reliable only if the: .“’ re
properly installed and maintained, anyone who purchases a Vector with an AAD must have the unit
tested by the manufacturer or an accredited testing
facility at specified time intetvals as outlined by the
manufacturer.

--- -.- .-.__ - _ _

-

-
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4. Reserve Packing Instructions
INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains procedures for packing
an already-assembled reserve into a Vertor II.
If the reserve has not yet beenupsembled, sec
the appropriate chapter of this manual. It contains
procedures for instaliing toggles, automatic activation devices and reserve static lines.
An FAA Senior or Master rigger certificate is
required to pack any reserve parachute that will be
carried for use in the U.S.
The reserve flaps are numbered l-6 for reference. Glose them in proper sequence.
It’s mandatory to read aI1 of these instructions
hefore starting to pack the reserve.
The first patt of this chapter descrihes procedures for packing round reserve canopies into the
Vertor II while the second part covers ram-air reserves.

4

Packing lnstructions for
Round Resewes
@?ttxeti jbr nm-ak resewes begin on page
SO,)
Because of the wide variety of resewe eanopies
on the market, this manual does not uintain instrwtions on inspecting, assembling and folding the
reserve eanopy. The rigger must refer to the pack-

ing instructions provided by the canopy manufacturer for this information.
PARTS LIST FOR ROUND RESERVES
Vector TI container-reserve risers compatible
with the type of reserve connector iink to be
used. (Gbar or Rapide link.)
Reserve canopy
Vector TI spring-Ioaded Pilot chute.
lberve bridle 60 in. lang, f-1 in.
Idclcing ldop for reserve container.
Vector reserve ripcord.
27 in. lang for all Vector sizes (except)
30 in. lang for Vectors with shoulder
.
extentions
:1
REQUIRED TOOLS
One ternporary pin with flag
One puh-up Cord (48 in. of 550 cord sheathing)
One packing paddle
JNSPECTKBN
‘Ihoughly inspect the ripcord, Pilot chute, bridle, canopy, lines, links, risers, hamess, container
and Iocking ioop.
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1. Attach the canopy to the risers with the
steering vents facing to the wearer’s rear. If using
L-bar links, make sure the reserve risers are properly set up and sewn with a horizontal stitch near
the top to stabilize the L-bar. If using Rapide links,
snug the barrel down tiil hand-tight, plus a quarter
turn with the proper sized wrench. It’s highly recommended to use Locktite to secure the screws or
barrel.

2. Follow the canopy manufacturer’s instructions to set up the steering System.
3. Attach the bridle to the Vector 11 reserve
Pilot chute. The larger end loop on the bridle is
used, and it must pass through all three Pilot chute
attachment loops using a lark’s head knot.
4. Attach the Vector 11 reserve Pilot chute to
the apex of the canopy using the bridle provided.
The smaller loop of the bridle wraps around the
apex lines and the larger attaches to the Pilot chute.
Do not Substitute other bridles because the length
of this bridle is important for fast deployment. DO
not Substitute another Pilot chute for the Vector II
reserve Pilot chute.
5. Inspect the entire reserve assembly carefully,
beginning with the Pilot chute and ending with the
harness.
6. Flake the reserve canopy according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
7. If your reserve canopy does not have a diaper
or other deployment device, fold the skirt up parallel to the radial seams, then long fold the canopy
into mhs.
8. If your canopy is equipped with a diaper or
similar device, close it according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Instructions

4:

9. Now plauz the canopy in the pack tray, fol.
lowing one of the procedures below. Differe+ 3ro.
cedures are used for different canopies, del
iq
on what type of diaper is installed on the reserveAlso, a different packing procedure is used il
the Vector II is equipped with an FXC 12000 AAD.
Follow the instructions under (A) or (B) on the
next Page, then continue.
A. Placing the canopy in pack trays without an
FXC AAD
Place the resetve risers into the reserve container with the links lying between the line-stow
loops and the grommet stiffener plate. Fan the riser
ends out rather than stacking them on top c :ach
other.
Make the first stow of Suspension lines at the
bottom and stow the lines from left to right, working toward the top of the Container. Be Sure to stow
the lines the full width of the container-

(Skip Section B and contine wirb Step IO.)

-
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lacing the canopy in pack trays with an
:Ad AAD
Place the reserve risers into the reserve container with the left riser links lying between the
line-stow loops and the grommet stiffener plate.
The right riser links must be laid on top of the FXC
activation unit. Fan the riser ends out rather than
stacking them on top of each other.
Stow the lines vertically on the opposite side of
the FXC power unit, starting from the outside and
working toward the middle of the container-
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And when the container is closed, you should
not be able to compress the pack more than 1/4
inch when you push down on the top of the Pilot
chute.
If excessive play in the spring has developed
after the reserve has been packed for a while, unpack the reserve and shorten the loop.

CAUTION
While the unique closing Order of the outer top
and bottom reserve flaps provide superior protection
of the reserve ripcord pin, it does create a pctenüal
Problem if the reseive locking loop is too lang. An excessively lang loop will allow the reserve pin to be partially exposed. This condition tan 8xist for two ressons; either the loop is too long or the reserve canopy
is too large for that particular container size. When automatic activation devices are installed, the loop
length is vsry critical. Because the last flap which
closes is not the flap upofl which the AAD mounting
plate is installed, an exceptionally lang loop will not
allow 8nOUgh of th8 ripcord pin to s8cur8 the locking
loop reliabiy, which could Cause a possible premature
opening of the reserve Container.

Note: If the canopy has a diaper with ali the
lines stowed on it (a “fuli-stowage” diaper), then
stow the lines on the diaper instead of stowing them
in the pack tray. Then lay the diaper and lines on
the opposite side of the container from the power
ld.

10. Check the length of the reserve closing
loop. The length from the stiffener plate to the end
of the loop should measure approximately 2 to 2 1/4
inches for small canopies like the Pioneer K-Xx
and the National Phantom 22 canopies. E;or other
canopies, the loop will have to be lengthened accordingiy.
.
?wo factors det&nine the co&ct loop length
. . .t, it should not take an excessive amount of effort to close the last flap (Flap #6).

11. Insert the puil-up Cord through the reserve
locking loop. : *
12. Fold the canopy into the container- The location and configuration of the folds depends on
what type of round reserve is being pack&
A. The First Feld:
The fmt fold into the pack tray is determined
by the type of diaper (if any) on the canopy. Follow
one of the four procedures listed here:
For a canopy without a diaper, place the canopy skirt into the bottom left-hand corner of the
container and lay the first fold of canopy from left
to right across the bottom of the Container.

l

For a canopy with a two-bight diaper (such as
those built by Strong Enterprises and Pioneer),
place tbe diaper-enclosed skirt in the bottom leftband side of the Container witb the line stows facing
towards the top (wearer’s head end) of the container- Lay the fkst fold of the canopy Biom left -to
right across the bottom of tbe container-

i

the bottom left-band comer of the Container
against the dividing Wall between the reserve and
main Containers. Tbc stows should face up (towards
the wearer’s head). Lay the first fold of c ~y
from left to right across the bottom of the . ..~ntainer.(See illustrationbelow,le~)
For a canopy witb a Piglet-style diaper (full diaper with the lines stowed horizontally), fold the diaper-enclosed skirt lengthwise for about 1/3 of its
length, and place it in the bottom left-band comer
of the Container against the wall that divides the reserve and main Containers. Lay the first fold of canopy from left to right across the bottom of the
container-

For a canopy with a fuI1 diaper on which the
lines stow vertically (such as the Strong Enterprises Lopo Lite), lay the diaper-enclosed skirt in

?

..
B. The Remaining Folds:
For a canopy with no diaper or a two-bight diaper, the canopy tan now be S-folded into the container. Make the folds below the loop about 1 inch
wider than the container- This will help fill out the
sides better.
For a canopy with fulldiapers such as the Preserve 3 and the Featherlite, a short fold or two must
be made in the Container comer opposite from the
skirt to even out the bulk. The next fold tan then
be spread out on top of the diaper to give the container its proper thickness. Tben S-fold the rest of
the canopy toward the top of the Container, keeping each fold about two inches’wider than the container-
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, :th small canopies such as the National Phantom 22 and the Pioneer K-XX, the best appearance
results Erom having no more than two folds above
the loop.
With larger canopies, it may be necessary to
fold extra canopy above the loop, as well as to
lengthen the loop.
Make the folds above the closing loop two
inches wider than the Container to fill the space
under the side flaps. (See ihstration below)

Vector II Owner’e hbrwat

13. Route the pull-up Cord and locking loop
straight up through the folds in the canopy.

14. Close the Container flaps by following this
procedure:
A. Close the inside bottom kicker flap Fit
(Flap #l) and secure it with the temporary pin.

Vector II Chmer’s Manual
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B. Route the reserve bridle toward the bottom
right-hand side of the container and ciose the top
kicker flap (FIap #2), securing it with the temporaxy pin.
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D. S-fold the bridle up and down on top of the
two kicker flaps, so that it will be under the b;rce of
the Pilot chute without fouling the closing loc

C. Thread the pull-up Cord up through the bottom of the Pilot chute and out the top.

.,.-. .?,
i
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, Make Sure the base of the Pilot chute is centered over the loop. Tben collapse the Pilot chute
and leck it with the temporary pin

F. Pu11 all the canopy fabric out, away Erom the
spring. Folding the fabric, rather than stuffing it between the Als, increases Pilot chute launch performance a n d reduces the bulk of the packed
CF’ :ner. After pulling the fabric away from the
SF .9 check to make Sure the Pilot chute base is
centered under the crown.
Now fully collapse the spring to see how much
loop tan be pulled through the top of the Pilot
chute. If you ‘tan pull more than 1/2 to 3/4 inch
through, the loop is too lang. If it is, open the contaiI and shorten the loop.
G. Lay the fabric flat all around the Pilot chute
and fold it under in wide folds to the center. Feld
the top and bottom under first, then the sides. Keep
the fabric folds of the Pilot chute out from under
the open resetve flaps.

v8CtOr
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H. Thread the pull-up Cord through the side
flaps (Flaps #3 right and #4 left) and close and seeure with the temporary pin. Make sure that the
Eolds in the Pilot chute stay flat and neat.

1. Thread the pull-up Cord through the reserve
top flap (Flap #5) and insert the temporary pia

v8ctorIIown8r*sM8nu8l
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J. Thread the pull-up Cord through the bottom
center flap (Flap #6) and insert the temporary pin.
If the forte necessary to close the last flaps seems
excessive, your loop may be too short. Use a scale
to check the forte required to extract the pin. With
the canopy packed properly and the right-sized
loop, 8 to 12 lbs. of forte should extract the pin.
15. Place the rig on a clean surface with the
backpad facing up and walk on it with stocking feet
or clean shoes to help expel air from the container
and make it flatter.

16. Replacethe temporary pin with the reserve
pin. The end of the pin sliies into the channel built
into the lower flap. Remove puh-up uxd.
17. Insert tbe ripcord handle into its pouch on
the main lift web.
18. Dress the container, Seal, sign and log the
-ckrsethe reserve pin protector flap.
r9. chult your tooh

‘

..: ..
.
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FkCK1NG INSTRUCTIONS FOR RAM-AIR RESERVES
Because of the wide variety of ram-air reserve
canopies available today, this manual does not contain instructions on inspecting, assembling and flaking. For these Steps, the rigger must follow the
instructions provided by the canopy manufacturer.
Two packing methods are shown here. The first
is preferred, although the second will also yield satisfactory results.
(. .e procedures described here are approved
by the following canopy manufacturers for use
with their reserves in the Vector XI: FTS, Glide
Path International, National Parachute Industries,
Para-FM, Performance Designs, Precision Aerudynamics and Strang Enterprises.
See the instructions elsewhere in this manual
for installing the PXC 12000 and SSE Sentinel Mk
2ooo.
P’ 1
d . :. ,. JIRED TOOLS

Reserve ripcord.

27 in. lang: All Vector sizcs exccpt those with
shoulder extensions (30 in. lang).
Reserve steering togglcs.
INSPECTION
Thoroughly inspect the ripcord, Pilot chute, bridie, deployment bag, canopy, lines, links, risers, harness, container and locking loop.
SE-ITING THE BRAKES
.
1. Open the Velcro cover on the riser. Use the
toggle to pull the right-hand steering line down-.
until the brake loop just Passes through the guide
ring.
2. Insert the tapered end of the toggle all the
way into the loop. Pu11 on the steering line above
the’guide ring to seat the toggle against the ring.

One temporary pin with flag

Two pull-up cords (About 6 ft. long)
One packing paddle
Two 6” x 1” pile Vekro Strips with flags
,.

INhAL ASSEMBLY
(See Reserve Assembly Chapter)
PARTS

LIST

Vector 11 container, with reserve risers

compatible with the type of connector iink,
steering, and brake System.
Ram-Air reserve canopy. (If toggles arc supplied
witb the reserve canopy, do not use thenr.
Replace them with Vector toggles.)
Vector Il sptig-loaded Pilot chute, with bridle
and Vector II free bag. Two bridle lengths
are acceptable, depending on canopy sk

Smalb 255 ft, + - 0.25 ft or Medium: 18.5 ft.,
+-0.25ft.
,ty stow loop for resecve bag. Smalk 6 in,

Medium: 75 in. + - 0.25 in.
Lockiug loop for rescrve container.

3. Mate the Velcro on the toggle with that on
the riser. Check to be Sure the tapere-d end of the
toggle is completely seated in the loop. (Tt shouldn’t
be inserted past the end of the taper, oc it may be
difficuh to extract in the air.)

.
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4. Fold the hight of line between the toggle and
the loop into 3-in. folds and lay it neatly next to the
toggle.

5. Carefully close the Velcro cover to encase
the stowed toggle and folded line. Be Sure none of
the steering line is caught between the layers of
Velcro.
6. Repeat the process for the left-hand toggle.

Follow the canopy manufacturer’s instructions
for:
k Flaking the canopy.
B. Folding the nose and canopy.
C. Splitting the tail
D. Stowing the slider.
E. Dressing the canopy.
.

Preferred Ram-Air Packing Method
(As eqhined previously, there arc two approved
methodi of pack& a ram-air resewe into a Vedor fm
bag. Seepage 53 for the ulternate mti.)
1. Prepare the free bag so it is ready for the canopy. XI do this, insert one end of a pull-up Cord
through the grommets in the top and bottom of the
bag. ‘De both ends of the pull-up Cord together so
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the Cord won’t Slip out of the grommets during the
packing procedure. (Note: Some riggersprefer to use
a T-bar or a lockingpull-up cord in place of a
,Zar
pull-up Cord All of these will work jine if useti-,roper&) The T-bar or pull-up Cord will be used later ta
pull the locking loop up through the bagged canopy. Also at this time, attach the two 6” pile Velcro
Strips to the hook Velcro on the bag. This will prevent darnage to the Suspension lines as they are inserted into the pouch.
2. Dress the canopy to a width 4 inches wider
than the bag (2 inches on each side).
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I. Stack the canopy on top of itself, making
each fold no langer than the distance from the
mouth of the bag to the grommets in the Center of
the bag.

Vector II owner’s
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5. Dress each section neatly.

WARNING
if

a Molar Strap is used during this section of packing,

ba?

after the canopy is placed into the

.
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6. Carefully slide the bag over the canopy, pushing each “ear” into the top comers of the bag, filling the comers evenly and leaving a tapered shape.

7. Lack the bag closed with two bights of suspension line. A shock cord “Safety Stow” is used,
not rubber bands.

folds that extend from one side of the.pouch to the
other. Be Sure none of the lines are trapped bertween the Velcro at the mouth of the po&
other acceptable method of stowing the lines - .,ch
some riggers prefer: Stow all the lines on top of the
pouch first, either S-folding or Figure-8 folding, and
insert the entire line group into the pouch. Remove
the two Velcro Strips from the bag.

Skip the next section tirled ‘Anternative Method”
and continue wtih “Part 2: Placing the bag into the
Container.”

Alternative Ram-Air Packing Method

8. Stow the remainder of the Suspension lines
into the pouch on the underside of the bag using S-
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(Some riggers prefer thti method over the previous when pack@ smaller ram-air canopies into the
Vectox)
Assemble, inspect and flake the canopy according to the instructions at the beginning of this section.
1. Facing the top of the canopy and straddling
the lines, kneel.on the edge of the tail at the bottom of the canopy.
2. Resch underneath tlie canopy and fold it all
back into your lap, exposing the folded nose.
Spread the nose of each cell across the front, so it
will be the first part of the canopy to take air. Lay
the canopy back on the floor.

Reserve Packing Instruct~mns
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of the pull-up Cord, place the corner of the canopy
into the top left corner of the bag. Be Sure to fill
the comer.

i

3. Grasp the top right corner of the flaked canopy and fold it across and under the left side in a
45degree angle. Be Sure not to cover the exposed
nose. Lay the canopy back on the table.
6. Insert one end of the puh-up cord through
the grommets in the top and bottom of the bag. Tie
it to the other end so it won’t Slip out during the
rest of the packing procedure. (Note: Sorne riggers
prefer to use a T-bar or+ a locking pull-up cord in
place of a regularpull-up Cord. All of these will werk
fine if used proper&.) The T-bar or pull-up cord will
be used later to puh the locking loop up through
thf cked canopy.
w. Kneeling as before, grasp the top left comer
of the flaked canopy and going around to the right

6. Without pulling the left corner free, resch
into the bag and over the canopy to grasp the previously folded right comer under the canopy. Maneuver this corner of the canopy into the top right
comer of the bag. Be Sure to fdl the corner.

Vector It Chmer’s Manusd
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8. Dress the remaining canopy to a width 2
inches greater than the bag on each side.
9. Feld the slider and 4 inches of the bottom of
the canopy toward the top of the canopy and under
the tail.
10. Making very short folds-no longer than
the distance from the mouth of the bag to the pullup cord-stack the canopy on top of itself. Be T*z.-xj
the top @st) fold of the canopy stays in the bz&,.--.-’

7. Retie the pull-up cord tightiy around the top
S-fold until the top and bottom grommets are no
more than 1 inch apart. This retains the S-fold in
the top of the bag throughout the rest of the packing procedures.

11. Carefully place the stacked canopy into the
bag. Close the bag with the two locking stows. (A
shock cord “Safety Stow”is used, not rubber bands.)

Reserve Packing Instructbns

12. Stow the remainder of the suspension lines
into the pouch on the underside of the bag using Sfolds that extend from one side of the pouch to the
other. Remove the two Velcro Strips from the bag.
Y”“‘. ure none of the lines are trapped between the
)--Ao at the mouth of the pouch.

PIACING THE BAG IN THE CONTAINER
-““““egardless of the procedure used to pack the
c, ~y into the free bag, use the following procedures to put the bag into the Container and close
the Container.

Vector II Owner’t Manual

1. Set the bagged canopy on the main Container
and position the reserve risers in the reserve pack
tray. Fan the links rather than stacking them on
each other, placing the rear links to the outside. Be
Sure to place the reseIve risers far enough in the
pack tray so they will lie flat over the shoulders.
2. Pass the other PU&up cord through the reserve locking loop
If a T-bar was passed through the bag, thread
the ends of the pull-up Cord through the hole in the
end of the T-bar. Remove the T-bar from the
bagged canopy, pulling the locking loop and pull-up
Cord through it.
If thc pull-up cord was passed through the bag,
untie it and tie the end protruding from the underside of the bag around both ends of the pull-up
cord that was passed through the locking loop.
Carefully pull on the other end to puh the locking
loop and pull-up Cord through the packed canopy.
Untie thi= other puh-up Cord and set it aside.
3. Place the bagged canopy in the pack tray,
taking extra care to fillthe lower comers. Then use
the puh-up cord to puh the locking loop up through
the bagged canopy. Secure it with a temporary locking pin.
CLOSING THE RESERVE CONTAINER
Regardless of which procedure was used to
place the canopy in the bag, the Same procedure is
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used to close the container1. Close the inside bottom kicker flap (Hap #l)
and secure it with a temporary locking pin.
2. Pack the first third of the bridie in the container by making long S-folds in the bridle from the
top of the bag to the bottom right-hand comer of
the reserve container as shown. Carefully tuck the
bottom of the S-folded section upder the inside
bottom kicker flap (Flap #l).
3. Repeat the above process on the left side
with the second third of the bridle, making the S-
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folds from the top of the bag to the lower left-hand
comer of the Container and tucking the bottom sections under the inside bottom kicker flap (Flap #J).
4. Glose the inside top kicker flap (Flap
and secure it with a temporar-y pin. The bridie
should come out between Flap #l and Flap #2.
Check the amount of free bridle extending fiom the
closed flaps to the base of the Pilot chute; there
must be at least 5 feet. If there is less than 5 feet,
reopen the flaps and restow the S-folded bridle to
make the Iength of frec bridle at least 5 feet, maximum 6 feet long.
5. S-fold the length of free bridle on top of #l
and #2 kicker flaps from right to left up to the base
of the Pilot chute.
“‘“X
i:.+.z‘

6. Thread the pull-up Cord up through the botIm of the Pilot chute and out the top.

s
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1. Make Sure the Pilot chute is ceotered over
the loop, then compress it straight down and leck it
with the temporary pin.
8. Puh all the canopy fabric out, away from the
spring. Eolding the fabric, rather than stuffing it between the coils, increases Pilot chute launch performance a n d reduces t h e bulk o f t h e packed
container. After pulling the fabric away from the
spring, check to make Sure the Pilot chute base is
centered under the crown.

Now fully compress the spring to see how much
loop tan be pulled through the top of the Pilot
C’ te. If you tan puh more than 1/2 to 3/4 inches
through, the loop is too long. Now would be the
best time to open the container and shorten the
IOOp.
9. Lay the fabric flat all around the Pilot chute
and foid it under in wide folds to the Center. Feld
the top and bottom first, then the sides. Keep the

VCtCtCN#OWMW~UMU8l

fabric folds of the Pilot chute out Com under the
open flaps.
10. Thread the pull-up cord through the side
flaps (Flaps #3 right and #4 left) and ciose and seeure with a temporary pin. Make Sure that the fokis
in the Pilot chute stay flat and neat.

11. Thread the puh-up cord through the reserve
top flap (Flap #5) and insert the temporary pin.
12. Thread th’e puh-up cord through the bottom
Center flap (FIap #6) and secure it with the temporary Iocking pin.

Vector 11 Wmer’s Manual
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13. Place the rig on a clean surface with the
backpad facing up and walk on it with stocking feet
or clean shoes to help expel air from the Container
and make it tlatter.
14. Replace the temporary pin with the reserve
pin. The end of the pin slides into the channel in
the bottom fiap.
15. Insert the ripcord handle into its pouch on
the main lift web.
16. Dress the container, seal, sign and log the
reserve. Glose the reserve pin protector flap.
17. Count your tools.

lf the forte necessary to close the last two flaps
seems excessive, the loop may be too short. Use a
stak to determine how much forte is needed to extract the pin; 8 to 12 pounds is correct.

‘- ‘.,.. “..
c
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5. The 3-Ring Release Syste.m
INTRODUCTION
The 3-Ring Release System was invented by the
Relative Workshop in 1976. It was the first practical
rer^*se that allowed parachutists to jettison their
lii.
canopies in one .motion by simply pulling a
Single handle.
Not only is the 3-Ring easier to operate than
previous canopy release Systems, it is also more reliable.
. . ..Once the main is jettisoned, the only things left
od. .re harness are two smooth rings that cannot
snag a deploying reserve- Some other release systems tan-and have-interfered with the deploying
reserveMODIFYING THE 3-RING RELEASE
The great reliability of the 3-Ring System results
from the proper functioning of every one of its individual components. Therefore, the owner should
not modify the System in any way, nor should he replace genuine 3-Ring Parts with others.
These modifications (among others) may Cause
the System to not work properly:
o Substituting risers that don’t have Type 2
shc. %ng For the Iocking loop. Don’t use risers that
hk
30~s made of Kevlar or solid cordo Not using a breakaway handle with cable with
the special yellow coating. This Teflon-impregnated

coating is important; other plastic coatings may
Cause the cables to bind in the housings or loops,
making it difficult or impossible to jettison the risers.
o Using a breakaway handle with cables of the
wrong length. The length of the cables is critical to
insure each riser releases in the proper sequence.
Replacement handles are available from the Relative Workshop.
The 3-Ring Release is now found on other rigs
besides Vectors as the Relative Workshop has licensed its use to other manufacturers.
GETTINU TO KNOW THE 3-RING
Knowing how the 3-Ring release works will
help you assemble and inspect it properly.
Begin by peeling the release handle from the
Velcro on the harness. Peeling, rather than pulling,
makes it easier to separate the handle from the
webbing.
Look behind the risers near the harness and observe the movement of the yellow cable as you pull
the handle. When the cable clears the white loop,
the release is disengaged.
Now slowly pull one of the risers off the harness. As you pull, you’ll notice that the white loop
gets puiled through the grommet by the action of
the smallest ring.

i
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Esch ring forms a lever with a ten-to-one mechanical advantage as it passes through the other. A
forte of 1,000 pounds on the large hamess ring exerts a forte of only 10 pounds on the white loop.
(Opening shock usually totals about 1,ooO pounds
or 500 pounds on each riser.)
Because of the mechanical advantage provided
by the 3-Ring design, only a forte of approximately
a pound on the top ring keeps the release together.
That’s why it’s important to keep foreign matter
like bits of grass and sticks out of the 3-Ring assembly. A small stick in the white loop could prevent a
riser from releasing.
It is also important to understand one of the
proper& of the nylon components of the System.
When nylon stays in the Same position for a
long time, it begins to conform to that position, or
take a “Set.” If the 3-Ring release System stays assembled for too long, the nylon tan become so stiff
that the low drag from a malfunction (such as a
streamer) won’t puh the riser off the ring.
The 3-Ring release system must be disassembled, flexed and inspected every month. Procedures
for this are listed in the care and maintenance chapter of the manual.

!
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ASSEMBLY
Before assembling the 3-Ring release, r ‘-e
sure the risers aren’t twisted or reversed. La, .e
Vector face down, as you would to pack it.
1. Thread each cable into its housing and stick
the handle to the harness. The handle should be
positioned as close to the ends of the housings as
possible so that no cable is exposed.
2. With the rings of the riser facing toward the
floor, pass the middle ring on the end of the riser
through the large hamess ring from above. Fold it
back toward the canopy and risers.
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3. Thread the smallest ring through the middle
ring in the same way, but make Sure it doesn’t pass
through the large ring.
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4. Bring the white loop over the small ring only
and then through the riser grommet so it pokes out
the back of the riser.
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5. Continue threading the white loop through
the grommet on the end of the cable housing. The
flat side of the cable housing grommet should be
against the riser.
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6. Thread the yellow cable through the white
loop, making sure the loop isn’t twisted. Be c--+ul
with the cable so you don’t bend it too sha,_ or
kink it. Insert the free end in the channel on the
back of the riser.

7. Repeat the above Steps with the other ri*^-

cSBE
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dle will stick-out and slightly fotward for a better
gnP-

PRE-JUMP INSPECTION
Before jumping the Vector 11, check the 3-Ring
release System for the following:
1. Esch ring passes through only one other ring.
2. The white loop passes through only the small
ring.
3. The white loop passes through the grommet
on the end of the cabie housing without twisting.
4. Nothing Passes through the white loop except the yellow cable.
5. The 3-Ring release handle is securely Stuck
to the harness, and no cable is visible between the
handle and the cable housings. IE your release hani
LS a tendency to hide itself under your main lift
WL.,, undo the Velcro and Wist the handle in a
clock-wise rotation (when wearing rig) so the han-

NOTICE
If a Vector 1 is fied with 3-Ring risers that weren’t built
by the Relative Workshop, it is important that they be
checked for proper configuration.
The side view
above Shows a correctiy bukt 3-Ring riser attached to
the harness ring and put under moderate tension.
Note the following: (1) The rings overlap each other
and maintain metal-to-metal
contact between each
other. (2) The rings are aligned in parallel planes. (3)
The smallest ring is not pulled snug against the grommet; the white loop is long enough to give it some
play. (4) The white locking loop goes straight down
through the Center of the Raser grommet on its way to
the cable housing end fitting; it does not extend past
the edge of the grommet hole and then turn back upwards towards the hole. If your riser configuration
does not match this illustration, the 3-Ring release
might not function correctty. You should contact a riggef or the Relative Workshop before jumping with
those risers.

Maintenance & Care
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6. Maintenance & Care
INTRODUCTION
Your Vector II will last longer, look better and
function correctly if it is maintained. A Vector 11 actually requires very little maintenance unless it is
subjected to unusual conditions such as a jump into
sah water or a muddy landing.
INSPECTION
The best approach in maintaining your rig is to
periodically spend a few minutes examining every
detail on it. This inspection should be done at least
every month. If any wear or darnage is found, have
it frxed immediately. Putting off repairs might result
in a malfunction.
In addition to inspecting the rig yourself, ask
your rigger to inspect the entire assembly every
time the reserve is repacked.
Particular attention should be given to these
areas:
1. Breakaway System. Refer to the 3-Ring section in this chapter for detailed information on inspecting the canopy releases.
2. Reserve System. This includes the reserve
ripcord, locking loop, Pins, handle, housing, container and associated sewing. You should not attempt any repairs or modifications to any of these
items unless you are a rigger. You tan, however,
spot little Problems before they become major.

-. ‘.-3.,
3. Hamess. ‘Ihe harness should be inspected
periodically for broken stitching or frayed webbing.
4. Main Container. Inspect the plastic stiffeners
in the container flaps and replace any that are broken. Replace any grommets that are badly deformed or are pulling out of their setting.
5. Main Pilot Chute. Check the center line (the
length of nylon tape inside the Pilot chute that.
tends from the handle to the base) of the main pilkt
chute. It must be firmly sewn at each end; there
must be no broken stitches or tom fabric.
Inspect the seam that joins the Pilot chute mesh
to the Pilot chute fabric. If the mesh is torn or badly
.-. . . .”
frayed, replace the piIot chute.
6. Locking LOOP. The main container is held
shut with a locking loop made of nylon Suspension
line sheathing. This loop is subject to wear. If it
wears out and breaks, the main canopy may release
prematurely and a malfunction may result. Replace
the loop with a duplicate if wear is noticed.

CAUTION
Never jump a Vector with a wom locking loop.
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7. Velcro tape has many applications within
parachuting. Even though it tan eventually wear
out, there exist few materials that tan compete with
Velcro with regardto its flexibility, adaptability, and
wide variety of possible applications.
Hook Velcro often attracts dirt, bits of grass,
hair and other debris. Cleaning the hook tan be facilitated with the use of a-fine-tooth comb. The pile
section generally remains clean but the nylon fibers
tend to get pulled out of place. When you find that
your Velcro is loosing its adhesive qualities, then it
should be replaced.
Although the Relative Workshop strives to find
better alternatives to Velcro, there still remain
some areas on the Vector II where nothing ehe will
do, namely: The Velcro for the breakaway handles,
ripcord pockets, hand deploy bridles, steering toggles, reserve static line lanyards, and riser covers.
CARE
Your Vector IX is manufactured mostly from
r
9. Nylon is very durable, but is susceptible to
G. .dge from several sources:
1. Sunligbt. The ultraviolet rays in sunlight
quickly and permanently weaken nylon- Keep your
Vector out of direct sunlight as much as possible.
2. Acids. Nylon is also damaged by acids. Keep
Y - Vector away from hangar floors, dirty car
trunks and similar areas where acids may be found.
If such contamination does occur, immediately and
thoroughly wash the rig with plenty of warm soapy
water. Until a rig tan be washed, baking soda will
quickly neutralize most acids. If acid darnage occurs
or is suspected, a rigger should thoroughly inspect
your Vector.
3. 02s and Grease. Most Petroleum compounds do not weaken nylon; they simply stain it.
Such stains should be promptly removed by a rigger
using the proper Petroleum solvent.
4. Water. Water will not structurally darnage
your Vector 11, but prolonged agitation in clear
water weakens webbing or may Cause some fabric
and tape colors to tun. Salt water may darnage
.and rust hardware if not promptly and thorn:
OU,.~IY washed off with plenty of fresh water. Your
rig will maintain its new appearance longer if it is
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kept dry.
5. Soil. Soil may darnage your Vector II. Brush
off the soil after it has dried and gently wash with
warm soapy water. Be Sure that rhe soil is not in the
housings, snaps, 3-Ring release or reserve ripcord
pins or loopa Consult a rigger if your rig is heavily
soiled or extremely dirty.
6. Sand. Fine sand will weaken and tut webbing
and fabrics of all kinds. Prolonged exposure to sand
will shorten the life of the entire parachute assembly.
7. Abrasion. Nylon quickly frays if dragged over
concrete or other rough surfaces. Do not drag your
rig on the concrete whiie packing.
FM regulations require that resetves worn in
the USA be inspected every 120 days by a certificated rigger.
REQUIRED PERIODIC MAINTENANCE
FOR THE 3-RING
The Booth 3-Ring Release System has been in
use for many years with excellent results. Although
the System is as durable as the rest of the rig, it require-s periodic maintenance and inspection to enSure proper Operation.
Generally, it is NOT recommended that the riset-s be attached to the harness when new and “forgotten.” Like all skydiving gear, the 3-Ring Release
should be carefully inspected and operated on a
regular basis.
The procedures below should be done at least
every month. This is especially important if the rig
has not been used for a month or more, such as
during the Winter. Immediate inspection is required
if it has been subjected to some abuse such as a
drag across the runway, a water landing or exposure
to a lot of dust or Sand.
It’s important to maintain the System even more
frequently in humid, muddy or freezing conditions.
IE the Vector becomes immersed in mud or muddy
water, clean the 3-Ring release System with a mild
solution of soap and water. Any rusted components
must be replaced.
1. Every month operate the 3-Ring release system on the ground. Extract the cable completely
from the housings and disconnect the risers.
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2. While the System is disassembled, closely inspect it for wear. Check the white locking loops
(the ones that pass wer the smallest ring and
through the grommet) to be Sure they are not
frayed.
3. Check the Velcro on the breakaway handle
and main lift web to be sure it is clean and adequately holds the handle.
4. Check the cable ends for a smooth finish.
The ends are fmished at the factory to have a
smooth, tapered surface. This prevents the cable
from hanging up in the loop. Check the cable ends
and consult a rigger or the manufacturer if a burr or
“hook” is present.
5. Check the stitching, including that which
holds the large rings to the hamess.
6. Check the 3-Ring release housings for solid
hand-tacking and proper stretch. The housing ends
lay at the ehest strap area, pull downward on these
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housing ends and check that they don’t move downwards more than l/Z inch. Pu11 the housings from
the free end and expect l-2 inches of movemer’
7. Take each riser and vigorously twist am. ,ux
the webbing near where it passes through each ring.
The idea is to remove any set or defonnation in the
webbing. DO the same thing to the white loop.
8. Check the housings for dents or other obstructions. Use the cable to do this.
9. Clean and lubricate the release cable with a
light oil such as “3-in-l” brand or silicon. Put a few
drops on a Paper towel and firmly wipe the cable a
few times. A thin, invisible film should remaintoo
much will attract grit and dirt, or the oil could become tacky in cold weather. Tao much oil v - require more forte to extract the cable during a
breakaway.
10. Inspect the fittings at the end of each housing. If one of these fittings were to come off the
housing, a riser might release prematurely.
11. If any wear is found, consult the Relative
Workshop or a rigger before using the Vector.
12. Reassemble the System. Double check it.
Make Sure the risers aren’t reversed.
The Relative Workshop appreciates an,
.n,
ments from users that relate to the safety, Opera
tion or maintenance of the 3-Ring release.
REPIACEMENT PARTS
The Relative Workshop supplies replac- ‘en
Parts for its rig at a reasonable tost. When orcxxin
Parts for your rig, indude the serial number, typ
and date of manufacture of your Vector so th
proper items tan be quickly supplied. This inform;
tion is written on the label tucked under the ~011:
between the top two flaps of the reseTve.
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7. How to Use the Vector ll
This chapter provides specific procedures for
using the Vector IJ. It is not a training syllabus.
It is the responsibility of the ownet to insure he
knows everything he needs to make a safe paraI ‘e jump, including how to use his equipment.
’. J knowledge tan be gained only by personal instruction.
SUGGESTED EQUIPMENT
It is essential that a new Vector II jumper pract.
normal and emergency procedures on the
ground before jumping the rig for the first time.
This practice should be done using training aids
that duplicate the equipment to be used in the air.
The Relative Workshop tan provide a Vector II
training harness. It is equipped with simulated
breakaway, reserve and main deployment handles
that are located in the same positions as the Vector
11. If you build your own practice hamess, make
Sure the main, reserve and breakaway handles are
located in the same positions as on the Vector 11.
PRE-JUMP EQUIPMENT CHECK
The equipment check should follow a logical
Order like top to bottom, front to back.
\rting at the front:
1. Make sure the 3-Ring sgtem is assembled

properly and free of dirt or other foreign matter.
2. Check the Position of the breakaway and reserve ripcord handles. Don’t remove them from
their pockets unless you suspect a Problem, because
the Velcro will wear out quickly. Insure the ehest
strap is not threaded through the reserve ripcord
handle.
.~3. Check the leg Straps to be Sure they are
threaded properly (if you step into the hamess), or
if they are unthreaded, make sure they are not
wrapped around the main lift web but hang straight
(if you choose to thread them up every jump.)
4. Open the reserve Container pin protector
Rap by grasping the sides of the flap, and pulling
straight up- Do not grasp the bottom edge of the
flap. This will Cause the end of the flap to curl up,
becoming permanently deformed and more easily
snagged. Upon checking the pin, it should be
straight and seated well into the locking loop with
the end of the pin covered by the pin protection
pocket. Note: When uskurg for a pin check by another jumper, brief them on the properprocedure.
5. Slide the reserve ripcord cable back and forth
in its housing to be Sure it moves freely.
6. Lift the main Container pin-protector fltip
and check the curved locking pin. It must be at least
halfway through the locking loop. Be sure the yellow VeIcro patches on the bridle and Container flap
are mated.
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7. Be sure the bridle is routed correctly from
the locking pin, under the right-hand flap along the
main Iift web and into the Pilot chute pouch. Routing the bridle around the leg strap will Cause a pilotchute-in-tow malfunction.
8. Check the 3-ring release (breakaway) handle.
It should be mated to the Velcro on the hamess
properly. No more than 1/2 inch of yellow cable
should be visible between the breakaway handle
and the cable housings.
9. Calibrate and arm the AAD (if installed) according to the instructions provided by its manufacturer.
DONNING AND ADJUSTING THE
VECTOR II
The Vector 11 is designed so that it fits snugly,
yet comfortably, when the hamess is properly adjusted.
1. Pick up the Vector 11 by grabbing it by the
main Iift web where the 3-Rings are. Put it on as
you would a coat.
2. Check the leg Straps for twists before threading them. Be sure to route the webbing correctly,
then tighten them until they are snug. Slide the excess strap through the black elastic keepers pro-

so the main lift webs are parallel when the ehest
strap is tight. Stow the end through the black elastic
keeper.
An improperly threaded ehest strap will not
hold the jumper in the hamess.

SUMMARY

vided and then stow the excess strap in the pockets
on the leg pads so they won’t flop around in the air.
3. Thread the ehest strap. (If an altimeter is
wom on the ehest strap, put it on now.) The strap
entet-s the adjuster from behind (the wearer’s ehest
side), around the sliding bar, and back through between the bar and the end of the adjuster. Adjust it

.-

‘Ib summarize the above adjustment procedures:
Always give your gear a complete check be putting it on your back.
Put the packed rig on over your jumpsuit.
Thread the Ieg Straps through the adaptor or
connect the Straps, checking that they are not
twisted, and position the comfort pads properly.
Tighten the leg Straps until snug.
Stand up straight and close the ehest strap; it
should not be cinched too tightly.
JUMPING THE VECTOR II
This section contains recommended procedures
for operating the Vector 11.
.
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BYING THE MAIN PARACHUTE
Before a jumper uses a hand deploy System, he
should first practice the procedure on the ground
under an instructor’s supervision. These procedures
are used in the air:
1. While falling in a stable position, look at the
hand deploy Pilot chute handle.
2. Firmly grasp the handle with your right hand
while compensating for stability with the left.
3. Extract the Pilot chute from its pouch and
throw it into the airstream away from your body.
s not enough to simply release the Pilot chute
into the airstream; it must be thrown out and away
from your body. Otherwise it may blow back into
the turbulent air behind you and Cause a malfunction. The motion of your arm should be parallel to
the ground. If it isn’t, the Pilot chute and bridle may
pass under your arm, possibly causing a malfunction.
Any wave-off procedure should be completed
befnre pulling the hand deploy Pilot chute. Waving
0
;h the Pilot chute in hand could Cause a premarure pack opening and possibly a malfunction.
Many jumpers watch the Pilot chute inflate and
begin extracting the main canopy, then lower their
heads while the main inflates.
ß

DEPLOYING THE RESERVE PARACHUTE
This section is not a detailed course in coping
with parachuting emergencies, It discusses the
Causes of some total and partial malfunctions and
how a jumper wearing a Vector 11 might react to
them.
Note that the procedures for dealing with malfunctions do not consider the installation of an
AAD. Since it is a back-up device, the jumper
should act as if it wasn’t there.
Total Malfunctions
A total malfunction exists when the main canopy is still in its Container after some effort has
be- _made to deploy the main Pilot chute. The
;hute may or may not be trailing behind the
Pi
jumper.

Vefctor lt Owner’s Manual

A total malfunction may result from a variety of
Causes, most of which tan be prevented by proper
packing, maintenance and use of the Vector II.
Because the jumper is descending at a high rate
of Speed, he has little time to attempt to correct a
total malfunction.
The reserve ripcord should be pulled using a
“look, resch, pull,” procedure. The ripcord should
be grasped with both hands and pulled until the
arms are completely extended.
When presented with a total malfunction, it is
usually not prudent to jettison the risers before
pulling the reserve ripcord. Doing so wastes the
limited time and altitude available.
Typical total malfunctions and the experienced
jumper’s response include:
1. Towed Pilot cbute. The Pilot chute is out bebind the jumper, but does not extract the main canopy for some reason. (Causes include misrouting
the hand deploy bridle during packing, not mating
the yellow Velcro patches on the bridle and flap,
and o thers.)
RESPONSE Assume a flat and stable Position
and immediately pull the reserve ripcord. It is unlikely the jumper will’be able to identify or correct
the Cause of a Pilot chute-in-tow before impact with
the ground.
2. Pilot chute hesitation. The Pilot chute may
becorne trapped in the turbulent air over a jumper’s
back and stay there. (Causes include not throwing a
hand deploy Pilot chute vigorously to the side and
others.)
RESPONSE: The jumper should roll over on
his side momentarily. This should blow the Pilot
chute off his back or out of the turbulent air. If it
doesn’t leave immediately, the jumper should roll
back over and assume a flat and stable Position and
pull the reserve ripcord. Because simultaneous deployment of the main and reserve canopies tan
occur in this Situation causing both to malfunction,
before pulling the reserve, the jumper should try all
possible methods to free the main Pilot chute, while
maintaining altitude awareness.
3. Lost or stuck deployment handle. Jumpers
will sometimes be unable to locate the deployment
handle or, if they do locate it, will not be able to
puh it.
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RESPONSE: ne jumper should look at the
&ployment handle. Tf he cannot See it or feel it, or
if two hard pulls on it won’t extract it from its
pouch, he should assume a flat and stable Position
and pull his reserve.

Partial Malfunctions
A partial malfunction results when the main
canopy comes out of the Container and extends
above the jumper but does not open correctly.
Most partial malfunctions result from incorrect
packing, poor body Position upon deployment, or
Problems with the canopy itself.
Some partial malfunctions tan be corrected by
the jumper in the air. These might not require the
use of the reserve parachute and tan be landed
safely. Identifying and dealing with such situations
is the responsibility of the jumper.
Some jumpers delay several seconds between
jettisoning their main and pulling the reserve
ripcord. This allows them to achieve stabil@ before
the reserve deploys. However, such a delay tan be
fatal if the jumper is too close to the ground.
Some jumpers put one hand on the breakaway
handle and the other on the reserve ripcord handle
and then attempt to pull them both simultaneously
or in rapid succession. There have been incidents,
however, where this technique resulted in the reserve deploying before the risers were jettisoneda dangerous Situation.
Therefore, experience has so far shown that the
“two-Step” method is usually best.
RESPONSE: When presented with a partial
malfunction that requires the use of the reserve,
the jumper should arch his back and tuck his legs
behind him. He should then look down and locate
the reserve ripcord handle and the breakaway handle. Grasp the breakaway handle and peel it away
from the main lift web. Look at the reserve ripcord
handle. Tben pull the breakaway handle down towards the knees until the arm is completely extended. Throw it away and immediately grasp the
reserve ripcord with both hands and puh it until the
arms are completely extended.

AAD MALFUNCTIONS
;re
A jumper may fmd himself under his I
canopy if his automatic activation device on the
Vector 11 malfunctions, or if it was improperly calibrated, or if he has descended below the preset altitude at a high rate of Speed.
If the main Container is still closed, the jumper
should land under the reserve canopy.
If the main Container is open but the main canopy is not inflated, it should be jettisoned using the
breakaway handle.
If both the reserve and main canopy are open
and inflated, the jumper should respond as F--. was
trained by his instructor. (If the main canopJ is a
ram-air, many instructors teach their students to
jettison it and land under the reserve- Procedures
for round main canopies depend on a number of
factors-such as the exact type of main-that are
beyond the scope of this manual.)

OTHER

EMERGENCIES

A skydiver may be faced with any numb,er of
ile
emergencies not listed fiere, including those
aircraft, during climb-out or exit, in freefall, u,,der
canopy, and during landing. As stated above, training for any and all emergencies must be provided by
a currently rated instructor or parachute center.

If you need assistance or require clarification
on any,point in this manual, please call, write or Fax
the Relative Workshop.

Relative Workshop
1645 N. Lexington Avenue
DeLand, FL 32724
Phone: 904-736-7589
Fax: 904-734-7537

1645 N. Lexington Avenue
DeLand, Florida USA 32724
Telephone: (904) 736-7569
-Facsimile: (904) 734-7537

MAKERS OF FINE PARACHUTE EOUIPMENT

PRODUCT SERVICE BULLETIN
June Zl,1993
062193
Incorrectly Manufactured

MS-22040

Status: Mandatoxy at next repack
Identificntion: All Vector Container Systems manufactured between April Zl993 and June 10,1993
Background: One Vector Container System has been discovered in the field with this incorrectly manufactured
.hardware. This is not life threatening, but may allow webbing Slippage; thns resulting in an uncomfortable hamess.
Service Bulletin: This is a one-time inspection. Compare MS-22040 hardware against drawing A and B. If hardware is
If hardware is incorrect (drawing B), notify Relative
-?rrect (drawing KJ, log bulletin compliance on data card.
. iorkshop .
Where to check for this hardware: Leg Straps (tandem and spart) and ehest Straps (tandem and tandem passenger
hamess).

Scale 21

correct

Drawing A

%
\

Scale

kl

f-----

I

Dmwing B

\

Qualified Personnel: Senior or Master parachute rigger
Compliance Date: At next reserve repack
Authority:

Relative Workshop

Distribution: USPA, PIA, Skydiving, Parachutisf tifected dealers,owners of rigs with the foliowing serial numbers:
21732, 2.2860, 25063, 35692, 25898, 25905, 25906, 25909, 25911, 25912, 26202, 26204, 2h220, 26253, 2td42-%M7,
206~~26655,27023,27081,27096,27357,27~9,27430,27440-27444,2744~27452,27458,27546,27595,277~.2~66-27770,
27780,27788, 27821,27843, 27844,2784&27865, 27868,27871-27873, 27879-27900,27906-27909, 2791227915,37917-27920,
?7%2-27944, 27947-28029, 28038-28043,28045-28049, 28051, 280.53-28066, 2806S, 28069, 28075, 28079, 28080, 28082-28103,
28108-28115,28118-28124,28127-28135,28137-28139,~141,28142,~144,28145,~149,28156,2815&28162,28165,28166,
28168,%184, zS185,28190,28197,2s200,28~~206,~215,28720,28227,~~~9-28263,~276,28297-28302,28407,28674.

8

NOW fblly compreaps the spzIng to sec how
muh 100~ ~811 bt pulkd through the @p of the
Pilot chute, If you tan pull rncn? W 1/2 b 3/4
imhea thmugh, thebup ist-m hg. Nuwwould
be the best time tu open the contaimr and
8hurten th8 loop,

11. nmacit,he~~pmrdthroughtheside

ilapa (Flaps j34 dght and 46 l&t) and cluse znd
f3ecure with a temprary pln, Make 8ure that
the folda in the Pilot chute stay dat snd ne&

Status: tlandatory t&ng at each reserve rcpack. Mandatary replacemenf
a Vector II Reserve Pilot Chute if Xi Ib. cowprrssion forte is not reached.
fdentificafirm:

with

AU Vector I Reserve PiM Chutes

Bab<oround: Pilot rhute springs, like dt parachute equipmen t, eventually uear
nut. The Relative Workshop mandates that Vecttor I pibt chutes be tested to
hsure their airuarttiness.
Pilot cbute sprinqs iiith less than a 20 !&. compressian forte might fail to
fundion properly uhen improperty packed; i.e. a dasing loop that is fw fang, or
tfie pilot chute skirt spread out tuo much toward the edges of the containcr, so
t%at it is frapped by the riser covers and reserw side flaps if the rescrve is
activated vhile the rain contalner is fuli. Pikt chute mprings with [eess than a 15
ib. compressbn forcp mighf nat fwction uell even uhen carrecHy pxked.
Service Bulletitr PIace the base of the Rector I Pilot chute on an accurafe scale
as shoun in Figure 1. Campress the pil~f cMe fo wifhin 1” of maximum
comprcssiun aar show in figwe 2. A 1” spacer must be uscd ta de termine ihe 1”
depth as shown in Figure 3. De <arefui not to transfer any farce throuqh the
spacer as this witl ceuse fhe xale ta read inxcura tely high. Ihe scatc shautd
rttad at least ZP lb. for the Pilot chwte ta remain in setice If less than 26 fb. is
reached or if tbe mewrement is questionable, replace the Pilot chute uith a
YeEfar II Reserve Pilot Chute.
Q~aLifii Pwsonnel: Testing shauld he perfarmed by a Haster Rigger. Senior
R&ger, or Foreign Equiualent.
Camptiance Date: Evcry reserw tepack
Relative
Authorifrl:

Workshop

Distribution: Parachutist, PTA, Skydiuing, USPA, uorldwide
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Relative Workshop,
1645 Lexington Avenue
Telephone: 904-736-7589

l

l

DeLand,

FL 327242106 USA

Fax: 904-734-7537

l

l

www.relativeworkshop.com

tk@relativeworkshop.com

PRODUCT SEIWICE BULLETIN
March 2,200O
PSB #20000302

Subject:

Main Container Closing Loop Retainer

Status: Mandatory
Identijicatim:

All Relative Workshop Vector 1 & 11 Harness/container Systems that have a closing
loop retainer that incorporates a grommet on a Type 12 webbing extension, attached to the
reserve/main Container divider Wall.

Background: There have been several reported

incidents where a main canopy Spectra Suspension
line has snagged under the edge of the loop retainer
grommet. This tan result in a main canopy-in-tow
malfunction, despite being Cutaway. This Problem
only recently surfaced due to the popular use of
Spectra line on modern ram-air canopies. This type of
retainer has been used extensively over the last two
decades without incident when Nylon or Dacron
Suspension lines were in common use. These lines
were too large in diameter to snag on this grommet.
Because lines tan also wrap around this retainer due
to improper packing or improper body Position
during deployment, we have elected to remove this
retainer entirely.
Service Bulktin:

Relative Workshop requires that this type of loop retainer be removed. Carefully tut
the stitching holding the retainer to the reserve Wall. Avoid damaging the reserve Wall by cutting the
stitches directly on the surface of the retainer. This removal tan be performed without removing the
reserve canopy from the pack tray.
The main closing loop will be repositioned to the bottom closing Bap grommet. Cover the underside
of the grommet with 1” - 1.5” wide Gotton or nylon elastic material to retain the loop, Insure that the
edges of the elastic material are sewn over completely to prevent a line from snagging on the corner of
the new retainer. A 304 or 308 zig-zag leck stitch, or 301 straight leck stitch should be used on two
sides of the ehastic retainer to secure it in place.
Materials Required: Cotton Elastic Webbing, l”-1.5” wide (MIL-W-5664),

or Nylon elastic webbing

equivalent. Sew with Nylon No. 69 E-thread.
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PSR #20000302

Tools Required: 304 zig-zag leck stitch , or double-throw 308 zig-zag stitch, or a 301 straight leck

stitch.
Qualified Personnel: Any certificated rigger may perform this work.
Compliance Date: April 1,200O
Authority: Relative Workshop, Deland, Florida, USA
Distribution: Relative Workshop website, Parachutist & Skydiving Magazines

Placed on this web site temporarily and with Permission from Relative Workshop.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCMENT
Re: Relative Workshop Product Service Bulletin #20000302, rcgarding main Container closing loop
retainers on Vector 1 and Vector 11 Harness/container Systems.
Because of the amazing number of combiuations of rig and canopy sizes, reports from the field indicate
that implementation of the above PSB may be creatiug more problems than it is solving. The main
Container closing loop retainer design in question was Chosen because it allowed a fairly wide range of
canopies sizes to be packed in the Same cont,ainer. 0ver the years this design advantage has apparently
been abused to the Point where canopies much smaller or much larger thau the rig was designed to hold,
have found their way into old Vectors. When the closing 1001) attachment is moved to the main Container
bottom flap, these under and over sized canopies no longer fit. This means that either the main continer
closing pin is no longer secure, or that the main container boltom flap uo langer adequately covers the line
stows. Both of these Problems present far more danger than the existing loop retainer.
So, fec the momeut at least, please disregard the PSB, and do nothine.
Background: The locking loop retainer in question has been used on Vector 1 and Vector II’s, as well as
coumtless copycat rigs for over 20 years. It is estimated that well over 50 million jumps have been made
with this design with no fatalities attributed to a lockiug loop retainer (an amazing safety record), until the
entanglement on an apparently properly set grommet on a Javelin. Any Change we make to this extremely
reliable system has an uuknown, and possibly higher malfüuclion rate.
The eutanglement in Januar-y on a Reflex did not involve the loop retainer, but an appareutly improperly set
grommet on one of the main Container flaps, and is therefore an entirely different Problem.
While we step back and carefully look at the Situation, there are a couple of things you tan do to lessen the
likelihood of your experiencing this Problem. First and foremost, keep your Suspension lines away from the
loop retainer on deployment, by packing your risers and lines down the side of the main Container, instedd
of wrappiug them around the bottom of the reserve container. Secondly, deploy in a stable body Position,
no more than 4.5 degrees head high.
Another Point must be addressed. Tbc Javelin entanglement on a weil-set grommet was ouly possible
because of the tiny size of the Spectra line. The larger diameter of Dacrou line would have made this
cntauglement impossible. This is just one more reason why you might consider not getting microliue on
your next canopy.
Finally, in light of the changes in canopy materials and design, as well as ndical changes in what we do
with onr bodies between exit and opening, it might be time for you to upgrade your old Container system
for one, like the Vector 111, which is designed to deal with these changes.
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